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TAIWAN Events Schedule

TAIWAN BOOK MARKET
TAIWAN PUBLISHING INDUSTRY

Publishing Houses (2023): 4,329

Bookstores (2023): 2,079

New Titles (2022): 56,121

Print Books (2022): 36,084 (64.3% of all new titles)

Electronic Books (2022): 19,614 (34.95% of all new titles)

Audio Books (2022): 423 (0.75% of all new titles)

Translated Titles (2022): 10,014 (27.75% of print books)

TOP 5 GENRES PUBLISHED (2022)

Humanities & History: 3,587 (11.69% of print books)

Children’s Books: 3,700 (11.21% of print books)

Social Science: 3,249 (9.84% of print books)

Fiction: 3,067 (9.29% of print books)

Comics / Graphic Novels: 2,803 (8.49% of print books)

ORIGIN OF TRANSLATED TITLES (2022)

Japan: 5,250 (52.43%)

USA: 2,175 (21.72%)

UK: 963 (9.62%)

Korea: 619 (6.18%)

Others: 1,007 (10.06%)

TOP TRANSLATED GENRES (2022)

Comics: 2,666 (26.62%)

Children’s Books: 1,904 (19.01%)

Fiction: 1,137 (11.35%)

Humanities: 870 (8.69%)

Social Science: 652 (6.51%)

TOP 5 BEST SELLING GENRES (2022)

Social Science

Self-help

Business & Finance

Literature/Fiction

Language & Reference Books

At the Fair
Date Time/Venue Event

10/18
(Wed)

11:00-11:45
Congress Center, Level 2, 
Room Spektrum

Publishing Perspectives Forum: Independent Publishing 
Around the World
Moderator: 
Porter Anderson (Publishing Perspectives, Editor-in-Chief)
Speaker:
Sharky Chen (Taiwan, Indie Publishers Association of Taiwan, 
President)
Tom Kraushaar (Germany, Klett-Cotta, Publishing Director)
Melissa Wakhu (Kenya, Sol Kids Africa, CEO)

16:00-17:00
Taiwan Pavilion (Hall6.0 D57) Opening Party

10/19
(Thu)

12:00-12:30
International Stage

Portraits in White: 
Stories During Taiwan’s White Terror Period
Moderator: 
Edward Nawotka (Publishers Weekly, Senior International 
and Bookselling Editor)
Speaker:
Kaori Lai(Author)

12:30-13:00
International Stage

Voices Unveiled: Introducing Female Writers and Indige-
nous Narratives from Taiwan
Moderator: 
Edward Nawotka (Publishers Weekly, Senior International 
and Bookselling Editor)
Speaker:
Liglav A-wu (Author)
Shu-Wen Hu (Author)

10/20
(Fri)

15:30-16:30
Taiwan Pavilion (Hall6.0 D57)

No Future: Live Portrait Drawing (Part1)
Pam Pam Liu (Comic Artist)

10/21
(Sat)

14:00-15:00
International Stage

How the Wild Changed Me——A Philosophical Journey.
Readings and Discussion with Lung Yingtai
Speaker:
Prof. Lung Yingtai (Author)

15:30-16:30
Taiwan Pavilion (Hall6.0 D57)

No Future: Live Portrait Drawing (Part2)
Pam Pam Liu (Comic Artist)

In Berlin City
Date Time/Venue Event

10/24
(Tue)

18:30-21:00
Taiwan Cultural Hall, Taipei 
Representative Office in Ger-
many
(Markgrafenstr. 35, 10117 
Berlin)

Portraits of Women Writers from Taiwan
Moderator: 
Yu-Li Lin
Speaker:
Kaori Lai
Marc Hermann
Yu-Hua Hsu
* Languages: Chinese, GermanGrant for the Publication 

of Taiwanese Works in 
Translation (GPT)

Date Source: National Central Library, Ministry of Finance Taiwan (R.O.C.) 3
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●Originally published in 1985, it achieved a remarkable record in Taiwanese publishing 
history with 24 reprints in 21 days and over 100,000 copies sold within 4 months – a 
publishing miracle.

● In 1986, it made its debut in Hong Kong and immediately sold thousands of copies 
upon release.

● In 1988, a simplified Chinese edition was published with an initial print run of over 
60,000 copies.

●For several decades, it has maintained consistent reprints, making it one of the most 
widely influential reading classics in the Chinese-speaking world.

Non-fiction 
Wild Fire
野火集
Taiwan during the early 1980s was still under Marshal Law. The forces of taboo and 
liberation intertwined with each other, forming a wild surge in the historical trajectory. 
The author engaged in societal reform through the power of words, scrutinizing 
the absurdity in everyday life. Issues such as environmental pollution, coercion in 
education, control of thought and curtailment of freedom of speech... The author 
boldly promotes independent thinking, civil consciousness and courage to act. This 
collection of essays had an immediate influence so great that it was then called a 
“Wild Fire Phenomenon,” symbolizing one important milestone of the democratic 
movement of Taiwan.
China Times Publishing Co. ・ 312 pages | 17 × 23 cm ・ ISBN: 9786263533264

● Included in the top 10 best books of the year by Asia Weekly in 2008
●Selected as one of the top 10 best books and voted as the readers' favorite in 2008 by 

Malaysia's Sin Chew Daily
●Ranked as the best-selling Chinese book in North America on the Los Angeles World 

Journal's book sales chart in 2008
●Ranked first on Eslite's annual bestseller list in the literature category in 2008
Non-fiction 
Parting Gaze
目送
With the most sincere and moving language, the author shares her most profound 
contemplations on life. From holding the tiny hand of a child filled with affectionate 
family bonds, to the fading silhouette of the child as youth progresses; from 
accompanying her elderly mother as a daughter, reflecting on her own irretrievable 
presence in her parents' eyes, the author is at her best illuminating on the essence of life.
China Times Publishing Co. ・ 360 pages | 17 × 23 cm ・ ISBN: 9786263354050
★	Rights Sold: Japanese, Korean, Vietnamese(In progress)

● Included in the top 10 best books of the year by Asia Weekly in 2007
●Recipient of the Hong Kong Book Prize in 2007
●Winner of the National Library Wenjin Book Award in China in 2009
Non-fiction 
My Dear Andreas
親愛的安德烈
A correspondence between a mother and her eighteen-year-old son. As their 
communication drifts apart, the mother, in an effort to reconnect with her adult son, 
begins writing letters. Over three years and 36 letters, they openly discuss their mutual 
misunderstanding, engaging in debates reflecting generational and East-West cultural 
differences. These letters document their journey to reestablish their connection, 
offering insights into the clash of two generations and the impact of Eastern and 
Western cultures on their thoughts.
China Times Publishing Co. ・ 312 pages | 17 × 23 cm ・ ISBN: 9786263353893
★	Rights Sold: Japanese, Korean, Vietnamese(In progress)

Non-fiction 
Big River, Big Sea: Untold Stories of 1949
大江大海一九四九
The 1949 Chinese Civil War, spanning two decades, resulted in around 30 million 
casualties and enduring suffering. Memories of this conflict were distorted and 
concealed over time.
Lung conducted extensive interviews across greater China, revealing the collective 
pain of winners and losers. Her work provides a compassionate human perspective on 
this historical chapter.
China Times Publishing Co. ・ 440 pages | 17 × 23 cm ・ ISBN: 9786263355644
★	Rights Sold: Japanese, Polish, French(In progress), Ukrainian(In progress)
★	Banned	in	China	since	publication	in	2009;	estimated	20	million	pirated	copies	on	the	market.

●Best Novel of the Bi-annual Hong Kong Award, 2023
●Ranked eighth on Eslite Bookstore's annual bestseller list in 2020
Fiction
She Walks the Kavulungan Mountains
大武山下
It’s nature writing. The author depicts the fauna and flora of her native Taiwan with 
the precision of an anthropologist and the elegance of a poet. It is also a crime story, 
where a 40-year-old cold case comes to the foreground. The ghost of a 14-year-old 
school girl appeared and became bonded with the narrator, who happens to be on the 
search for the meaning of her existence. This is also a fine literary piece for the young 
adult. Together with the tender ghost, the narrator explores with a childlike delight the 
world of nature, history and the immense realm of the meaning of life.
China Times Publishing Co. ・ 424 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm ・ ISBN: 9786263357938
★	Rights Sold: German
★	Adapted	into	a	musical	theater,	performed	on	stage	with	the	National	Symphony	Orchestra,	on	October	8,	

2022
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PROF. LUNG YINGTAI
龍應台
Prof. Lung Yingtai is one of Taiwan’s most renowned essayist and 
cultural critics, whose writing significantly contributed to Taiwan’s 
democratization. She taught at the University of Hong Kong and 
Heidelberg University and served as Taiwan’s first minister of 
culture from 2012 till 2014. With more than 30 published works she 
is considered the most well-known author in the Chinese speaking 
world.

Photo Credit: Ⓒ Sun Bai-yi
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Non-fiction 
The Forgotten Children
祖靈遺忘的孩子
This book is a compilation of Liglav A-wu's essays, featuring both classic and recent 
works. Centered around maternal identity, the collection, which represents an 
extensive reflection and contemplation on Taiwan's colonial history, ethnicities, 
and patriarchy, starts with personal experiences, unravels family and tribal histories, 
centers female involvement within the tribe, and confronts the pains of life and aging.
Avanguard Publishing House ・ 304 pages | 15 × 21 cm ・ ISBN: 9789578017863

Children's Books
Map of Stories
故事地圖
Liglav A-wu recalls running away from home when she was very young. Along the way, 
she stops, remembering the legends her grandma told her, and falls asleep on the side 
of the road. In the end, A-wu returns home, and her grandma attributes her safety to 
the ancestors' protection.
Liglav A-wu/ A-duan ・ Yuan-Liou Publishing Co., Ltd. ・ 39 pages | 23.8 × 25 cm ・ ISBN: 9789573249122

Non-fiction 
The Beautiful Clothes I've Woven
誰來穿我織的美麗衣裳
This prose collection presents short articles, written by Liglav A-wu between 1994 
and 1996 and previously published in newspapers and magazines. Volume One, 
"Indigenous Mothers," depicts the various challenges faced by Indigenous women and 
their resilience, exhibited in the face of a hegemonic culture, as they straddle tradition 
and modernity. After returning to her tribe from a period of absence, Liglav A-wu 
records her experiences working in Indigenous movements and shares with readers 
her astute observations of the broader social environment.
Morning Star Publishing Inc. ・ 240 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm ・ ISBN: 9575835387

Non-fiction 
VuVu, the One Whose Mouth Is Always Red
紅嘴巴的 VuVu
This book is a collection of notes from the author's early explorations of the 
countryside. She maintains a deep concern for marginalized ethnic groups and a 
dedication to working on behalf of her fellow tribespeople around the world. The 
author speaks to her inner self, engages with her linguistic heritage, converses with her 
peers, and protests against authoritarianism. Ultimately, she traces tribal memories of 
yesteryear, offering a critique of today's societal changes and a contemplation on past 
destinies.
Morning Star Publishing Inc. ・ 224 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm ・ ISBN: 9575835727

Non-fiction 
Mulidan
穆莉淡部落手札
In a collection that engages with multiple disadvantaged identities, Mulidan writes 
about the resilience of Indigenous women, the innocence of tribal children, and the 
leisurely sentiment of mountain life.
Fembooks Publishing House ・ 260 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm ・ ISBN: 9578233000

LIGLAV A-WU
利格拉樂•阿烏
A Taiwanese belongs to both the Paiwan tribe and the second 
generation of Mainland Chinese immigrants. For decades, she has 
been stumbling on identity-building, and she has captured her 
experiences in several collections of essays. She has also been 
involved in cultural preservation movements related to indigenous 
cultures.
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Non-fiction 
The Letter Never Delivered: Stories of Political Prisoners in Taiwan 
White Terror
無法送達的遺書：記那些在恐怖年代失落的人
Decades of silence end as letters from political victims emerge from national archives. 
These 208 writers, executed in the 1950s and 70s, had diverse ideologies but shared 
a path of resistance and early death. Their 906 pages of hidden documents were 
unknown to families. They don't seek hero status but aim to shed light on history. 
Five authors, through research and interviews, reveal the impact of White Terror, 
complemented by precious images. This expanded edition adds the story of political 
victim Wen-Pei Wang and his father, analyzed alongside thirty letters.
I-Cheng Lin, Chuan-Kai Lin, Shu-Wen Hu, Mei-Hung Yang, Yu-Chia Lo ・ Spring Hill Publishing ・ 464 pages | 17 × 23 cm ・ ISBN: 
9786269599141
★Over	4,000	copies	sold

Non-fiction 
Return and Representation: Anthology of Fiction About Taiwan's 
White Terror
讓過去成為此刻：臺灣白色恐怖小說選	套書
Professor Nai-De Wu, an expert in transitional justice, explores the societal memory 
process, especially concerning the 228 Incident. This memory journey has two phases: 
first, the quest for truth before and after martial law, and second, ongoing disputes 
in interpreting history and its political implications. Literature and art emerge as the 
third-stage pathway to dismantle political bias, allowing contemporary generations 
to engage with history and humanity. These remarkable works reveal Taiwan's unique 
experiences and demonstrate memory's role beyond politics and history. Fiction, like 
historian Frank's concept, shapes the past, becoming a vital part of memory alongside 
traditional records. Editors Shu-Wen Hu and Wei-Ge Tong curate authors spanning 
from 1948 to 2017, illustrating how generations of Taiwanese novelists connect their 
creativity amid martial law's evolution.
Shu-Wen Hu, Wei-Ge Tong ・ Spring Hill Publishing ・ 1412 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm ・ ISBN: 9789869866224

Fiction
L'abécédaire de la littérature: Y comme Yeux
字母會 Y眼
The letter Y forms a unique eye within the work, granting us an unfamiliar perspective 
that literature provides. This literary eye offers unprecedented views. One author 
delves into the lives of Indonesian-Hakka overseas domestic workers, shedding light 
on issues related to Hoklo-Hakka identity, gender, and migrant labor. Shu-Wen Hu 
adopts the perspective of a young girl to observe the pain and solitude inflicted upon 
her grandmother by the state. Another author's narrative mirrors the intense emotions 
of young boys and girls, igniting fires within themselves through self-reflection.
Kai-Lin Yang, Shu-Wen Hu, Yi-Hsuan Chang, Hsueh Chen, Wei-Ge Tong, Chung-Kai Huang, I-Chun Lo, Chung-Hsien Yen, I-Fan Pan
Spring Hill Publishing ・ 144 pages | 13 × 19 cm ・ ISBN: 9789869849739

Fiction
Childhood Is Melancholy Rouge
哀艷是童年
Childhood Is Melancholy Rouge consists of twelve short stories, seamlessly capturing 
Shu-Wen Hu's rich sensibility and revealing the most intimate facets of girlhood. These 
stories converge on the complexity of desire and the enduring aspects of humanity 
within change. Hu's characters may seem interconnected, but each harbors love and 
resentment, far from ordinary. Her writing, though seemingly detached, observes life's 
most intricate emotions and excels in self-analysis, contrasting desires of the past and 
present. From the growth of young girls to the complexities of abortion, Childhood Is 
Melancholy Rouge portrays a distinctive breathing pattern of our era.
INK Literary Monthly Publishing Co., Ltd. ・ 232 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm ・ ISBN: 9789867108838

Fiction
The Sun’s Blood Is Black
太陽的血是黑的
This novel explores various types of loneliness and the shadows they cast. The author 
attempts to focus on those who cannot express their feelings, those without a voice, 
such as political prisoners, individuals with mental illness, survivors of childhood 
sexual abuse, and those who want or have undergone gender transitions. Similarly, 
there is another group in this world whose means of expression are hindered, making 
it difficult for them to speak—the "poor." Loneliness takes many forms, but the deepest 
ones are often unspoken.
INK Literary Monthly Publishing Co., Ltd. ・ 352 pages | 15 × 21 cm ・ ISBN: 9789866135637

SHU-WEN HU
胡淑雯
Hu’s works primarily consist of short stories and novels, which 
feature protagonists including individuals with mental illnesses, 
political prisoners, sexual assault victims, and others who struggle 
to be heard in society. In recent years, she has edited several books 
documenting stories from Taiwan's White Terror era.
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● 2022 Taiwan Literature Awards/ Annual Golden Grand Laurel Award
● 2023 TIBE Book Prize
Fiction
Portraits in White
白色畫像
May 19, 1949, the declaration of martial law in Taiwan signals the start of the White 
Terror—nearly four decades of intense surveillance, disappearances, and political 
oppression targeting Taiwanese people resistant to Chiang Kai-Shek’s authoritarian 
rule. This collection of three novellas demonstrates the ongoing struggle to maintain 
normalcy—the simplest of dreams: the pursuit of an ordinary life—in a time of political 
repression.
INK Literary Monthly Publishing Co., Ltd. ・ 272 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm ・ ISBN: 9789863875079
★	Rights Sold: English

● 2019 Taiwan Literature Awards
Non-fiction 
Love Before Daybreak: Taiwanese Literary Landscapes Under 
Japanese Rule
天亮之前的戀愛
With the intensity of an affair, this novella pays homage to Taiwan’s unconventional 
pioneer writers—from the exploration of the 1920s to the diverse, unrestrained works 
of the 1940s—all while inviting comparison with modern literature in Taiwan. The 
writers depicted in this book, no matter how challenging their circumstances, foster 
their passions through the night, passions which, come morning, must evaporate like 
dew. Through short stories, Kaori Lai summons fourteen Taiwanese novelists from 
the Japanese colonial period, depicting both ambitions and oppressive realities, one 
fragment at a time.
INK Literary Monthly Publishing Co., Ltd. ・ 264 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm ・ ISBN: 9789863872757

Fiction
The Death of a Literary Youth
文青之死
Kaori Lai’s collection of short stories, reflecting upon the 1970s, assumes that 
generation’s perspective and writes for us their worlds. Over the course of a decade, 
endangered relationships crystallize, emotions stay unsettled, and a life lived with 
anxiety advances with the utmost seriousness.
INK Literary Monthly Publishing Co., Ltd. ・ 264 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm ・ ISBN: 9789863870845

Fiction
Afterwards
其後それから
In this work, Kaori Lai brings readers into the disconnected 1960s, highlighting how 
a female writer responds to emotion and trauma—how, for example, she returns to 
writing, a practice she had previously abandoned, after the death of a LGBTQ+ close 
friend.
INK Literary Monthly Publishing Co., Ltd. ・ 256 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm ・ ISBN: 9789866135859

Fiction
Island
島
Pain, when suppressed, leaks as a voice that speaks delusion. Island is a novel, 
created over the course of thirty years, which deftly illustrates Taiwan's diversity, while 
demonstrating the author's literary growth. Centering ordinary lives, it communicates 
to the reader numerous political events and societal changes, which combine to 
exert a profound impact on Island's characters. Through the incorporation of history, 
politics, and human nature, the novel's three-decade-long incubation has formed an 
"Island" of profound sentiment.
UNITAS Publishing Co. ・ 304 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm ・ ISBN: 9789863234685

KAORI LAI
賴香吟
Before engaging in writing full-time, Lai pursued graduate studies 
in Japan, and worked in universities, bookstores, and museums. 
She is the recipient of numerous domestic honors including the 
Wu Zhuoliu Literary Prize and the Taiwan Literature Awards. Now 
a resident of Berlin, her previous works include non-fiction such 
as Love Before Daybreak: Taiwanese Literary Landscapes Under 
Japanese Rule; the novel Afterwards; the short story collections 
Island, The Death of a Literary Youth, and Landscapes in the Mist; and 
Prehistoric Life, a collection of essays.

12 13
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Comics
Open Eyes, Open Mind!
小乖的人類觀察日誌
You might think you are close to a person, but do you really know them? Xiao-guai, 
an elementary school student, is racking her brains over her art assignment: “Getting 
to know someone.” But what does that mean? Is it knowing their name, birthday, 
or social media accounts? Some people will forever remain familiar strangers, even 
though they see each other every day.
Pam Pam Liu, Pei-Chia Lan ・ Dyna Books, Co., Ltd. ・ 196 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm ・ ISBN: 9786267059630

● 2021 Golden Comic Awards
● 2021 TIBE Book Prize
Fiction
A Trip to Asylum
瘋人院之旅 (再版 )
What is life like inside a modern residential psychiatric facility? Pam Pam Liu’s 
graphic novel, A Trip to the Asylum, peels away the stereotypes to reveal the inner 
lives of psychiatric patients and the painful realities each person grapples with while 
undergoing in-patient treatment.
Slowork Publishing ・ 336 pages | 17 × 23 cm ・ ISBN: 9789869857376
★	Rights Sold: French

Non-fiction 
Good Friend, Cancer
癌症好朋友
Pam Pam Liu’s diary of a family member with cancer reveals the complex emotions 
between mother and daughter. The work resonates strongly in Taiwan, where more 
than 80,000 people suffer from cancer every year.
Slowork Publishing ・ 184 pages | 15 × 15 cm ・ ISBN: 9789869509053

Fiction
Super Supermarket
Super	Supermarket
When socializing, walks in the park, and shopping become things of the past, this 
book—a typical Pam-Pam-style black comedy with a blend of laughter and the 
absurd—raises questions about finding a way out.
Slowork Publishing ・ 128 pages | 15 × 21 cm ・ ISBN: 9789860697377

Comics
You and Me and the Black Doomsday
Toi	et	moi	le	jour	de	la	grande	catastrophe
This is a story about a doll, who wishes to transform into a woman; a disposable man, 
who hopes to avoid ending up in the trash; and a mannequin, who is uncertain about 
his own identity. Within its contagious dark humor, the story conceals a heartfelt 
portrayal of relationships.
Editions IMHO  ・ 200 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm ・ ISBN: 9782364810174

PAM PAM LIU
Pam Pam Liu is a comics author who excels at transforming the 
darkness, hatred, and failures of life into whimsical comics. She 
also creates completely realistic works that explore social and 
relationship issues. The most prominent style in her works is the 
dark humor that simultaneously makes people laugh and shiver.
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Hooligan Wang Xin-Fu
流氓王信福
The real judicial case of Hooligan 
Wang Xin-Fu summons a buried and 
forgotten chapter in the history of 
modern Taiwan. This story tells of 
one man’s struggle against a callous 
and unfair system, while giving 
readers a better understanding 
of the era and its social context—
specif ical ly  the absurd cruelty 
inherent to Taiwan’s period of martial 
law.
Chuan-Fen Chang
Acropolis, an imprint of Walkers Cultural Enterprise Ltd.
416 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9786267052204

That Day, We Searched Our 
Ways Behind a Chicken Butt
那一天我們跟在雞屁股後面尋路
This compilation of nine suspenseful 
and darkly funny stories by Wun-
Jin delivers polished narratives, 
a n i m ate d  l a n g u a ge ,  e n ga g i n g 
characters, and eminent readability; 
in a world where physical and sexual 
assault and abuse are rampant, the 
dark heart of humankind trumps a 
good ghost story every time.
Wun-Jin He
Chiu Ko Publishing Co.,Ltd
224 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789864504282

FICTION

Becoming Bunun
成為真正的人
The first novel based on the historical 
facts of the 1945 Sancha Mountain 
Incident. It is a book about a thrilling 
mountain rescue. Harumute was 
the only rescue team survivor. When 
he returned from hell on earth, he 
carried many ghosts with him. What 
he ultimately brought back was a 
person’s value.
Yao-Ming Kan
Aquarius Publishing Co., Ltd.
336 pages | 14.8 × 20.8 cm
ISBN: 9789864062379
★	Rights	 Sold:	 French,	 Japanese,	 Korean,	

Simplified	Chinese,	Chinese	Audio

Subway Station
地鐵站
This novel, set on a subway platform 
and opening with a commuter who 
jumps to their death in front of an 
arriving train, is a brilliant exposé on 
the meaning of life in our modern era, 
addressing work stresses, long-term 
care, interpersonal communications, 
depression, bullying, and other 
prevalent social issues.
Chih-Ho Ho
ECUS Cultural Enterprise Ltd.
400 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9786263141063

The Mysterious Voyage 
of Phantom
幻影號的奇航
This Taiwanese science f ict ion 
maritime tale takes place in a realm 
at once both fantastical and vividly 
real.  It  drapes across its pages 
intricate mysteries that unravel 
thread by thread: descriptions of 
cross-cultural relations fraught with 
international peril and a portrayal of 
Taiwan’s municipal politics under the 
pervasive influence of red infiltration.
Tiông-Siông Ôo
Avanguard Publishing House
317 pages | 15 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789578019461

Perhaps in the Smoke
煙街
A book about the lives of ordinary 
people in Hong Kong after the Anti-
Extradition Law Amendment Bill 
Movement in 2019 and the passage 
of the National Security Law in 
2020. Departing from his personal 
experience, the author takes a darkly 
humorous look at totalitarianism 
to reflect on the possibilities of 
freedom.
Page Fung Bak Kui
ECUS Cultural Enterprise Ltd.
240 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9786263140707

This section showcases winning titles from four major book 
awards in Taiwan, including the Golden Tripod Awards, the 
Taiwan Literature Awards, the Golden Comic Awards, and 
the TIBE (Taipei International Book Exhibition) Book Prize.
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Poisonous Cat Theory
毒藥貓理論：
恐懼與暴力的社會根源
Stories of poisonous cats are told 
in mountain villages on the eastern 
edge of the Tibetan Plateau. But 
these cats are in fact women, who 
transform into animals to perform 
harmful  witchcraft .  Concerned 
also with contemporary realities, 
the author ’s study of poisonous 
cats reminds us of the existence of 
universal forms of violence.
Ming-Ke Wang
Asian Culture
422 pages | 15 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789869955386

Portraits in White
白色畫像
May 19, 1949, the declaration of 
martial law in Taiwan signals the 
start of the White Terror—nearly four 
decades of intense surveillance, 
d i s a p p ea ra n ce s ,  a n d  p o l i t i ca l 
oppression targeting Taiwanese 
people resistant to Chiang Kai-Shek’s 
authoritarian rule. This collection 
of three novellas demonstrates 
the ongoing struggle to maintain 
normalcy—the simplest of dreams: 
the pursuit of an ordinary life—in a 
time of political repression.
Kaori Lai
INK Literary Monthly Publishing Co., Ltd.
272 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789863875079

★	Rights	Sold:	English

Red House
紅房子：圓山大飯店的當時與此刻
Erected on Jian Tan Mountain in 
Taiwan, there stands a two-story 
brick building called “the Grand 
Hotel”. For more than half a century, 
this red house, which has entertained 
countless dignitaries, has preserved 
stories unknown to the public and 
holds the time and memories of 
many individuals throughout their 
lives.
Tong-Hao Lee
Mirror Fiction Inc.
320 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9786267054482

The Good People Upstairs
樓上的好人
After being threatened by gangsters, 
a woman living in Yun Lin travels to 
Berlin to find her younger brother, 
with whom she hasn’t had contact 
for a long time.
Kevin Chen
MirrorFiction Inc.
364 pages | 15 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9786267054314
★	Rights	Sold:	Japanese

Torrent and Reflections
激流與倒影
H w a i - M i n  L i n ,  i n t e r n a t i o n a l l y 
renowned choreographer, writer, 
and founder of  the Cloud Gate 
Dance Theater, presents Torrent and 
Reflections, a collection of twenty-
five selected essays cataloguing Lin’s 
indomitable spirit and the creation 
of a magnificent era for Taiwanese 
dance.
Hwai-Min Lin
China Times Publishing Co.
312 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9786263353336

Daughters
女兒
Poet Ling Yu describes in pithy 
and temperate verse the trials and 
tribulations of life as a woman. The 
singular potential  of women to 
bring new life into the world gives 
exploring and extending the meaning 
of motherhood a central importance 
in Ling Yu’s creative efforts. With the 
passing of her own mother, Ling Yu 
has herself stepped into the role of 
mother, while continuing always to 
be a daughter in search of mom.
Ling Yu
INK Literary Monthly Publishing Co., Ltd.
216 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789863875222
★	Rights	Sold:	Global	English

Reality Is Business
真相製造
Now more than ever we need to 
understand how manufactured 
truth is altering politics, society, 
commerce, and even our individual 
psychology. A necessary book for 
our times, this book gives readers a 
much-needed perspective on a force 
that already impacts our daily lives, 
and delivers a warning about the 
future of open societies.
Chih-Hsin Liu
Springhill Publishing
432 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789860659788

For the Time Being
時間也許從不站在我們這邊
This book is a collection of the young 
author’s articles, written between 
2016 and 2020, reflecting on Hong 
Kong’s Umbrella Movement and its 
aftermath. Incorporating both reason 
and emotion, this is a charming and 
unconventionally beautiful work that 
befits its subject matter.
Yiu-Wa Chung
Spring Hill Publishing
352 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789869949262

Into The Bunun Mountains
走進布農的山
This book tel ls  the adventures 
of a nature lover as he follows a 
group of Indigenous Bunun elders 
through Taiwan’s mountainous 
forests. The narrative leads us to 
an understanding of the forest in 
its entirety and shows readers how, 
in the 21st century, we can achieve 
selfrealization by becoming truly 
‘present’ within the forest.
Yen-Jen Kuo
Common Master Press
240 pages | 15 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789865562540

Port of Lies
八尺門的辯護人
A young Indigenous Taiwanese 
escapes the hard life of his fishing 
port  hometown by becoming a 
public defense lawyer, but when an 
immigrant fisherman kills a boat 
captain from his tribe, he is forced to 
reevaluate his vision of justice.
Freddy Fu-Jui Tang
Mirror Fiction Inc.
456 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9786267054055
★	Rights	Sold:	Japanese,	Korean,	Vietnamese
★	Adapted	into	a	TV	series

Precarious Living
危殆生活：
無家者的社會世界與幫助網絡
This book makes known the stories 
and real-life situations of Taiwan’s 
unhoused population, providing 
effective guidance for those people 
wishing to help. It also proposes 
p o l i c y  s u g g e st i o n s  a n d  o t h e r 
possible action plans suitable for 
addressing this pressing issue.
Ke-Hsien Huang
Springhill Publishing
408 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9786269500369

How the Night 
Chrysanthemums Began 
to March
菊花如何夜行軍
The essays in this book encourage 
readers to reflect on the land, the self, 
and globalization. Yung-Feng Chung 
shares how he and his orchestral 
friends sang songs lamenting the 
floodlights that had turned night into 
day in sleepy rural villages in the race 
to profit from the demand for fresh-
cut chrysanthemum flowers. In his 
essays, we too hear song after song 
about the changes overtaking rural 
Taiwan.
Yung-Feng Chung
Spring Hill Publishing
376 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9786269524280
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Brides, Weddings & Li
婚禮大作戰
After moving back home to Taoyuan, 
A-Li takes over the family’s traditional 
wedding department store and 
starts her life as a shopkeeper. She 
meets three friends who are about 
to get married. However, they have 
to face various problems on the way 
to get married, and the protagonists 
will bravely overcome this series of 
obstacles in their choices.
Jiji
Dyna Books, Co., Ltd.
244 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9786267059173

Night Observation
夜間觀察：
一趟夜訪大自然的父子散步
The award-winning author uses 
playful and tender parent-child 
dialogues to guide the readers on a 
nighttime walk through the natural 
environment of Taiwan. With his 
exquisite painting technique, Chiu 
represents the magical colors of the 
sky from dusk to evening. Turning 
the pages, readers can enjoy the 
beautiful scenery while absorbing a 
wealth of practical knowledge.
Chen-Tsung Chiu
CommonWealth Education Media and Publishing Co., 
Ltd
44 pages | 25 × 23 cm
ISBN: 9786263053175

COMICS

First Divorce, 
Then Monsters?
打怪前先離婚？
Aliens have invaded Taiwan!
Since her husband is the superhero 
w h o  s a v e d  Ta i wa n ,  X i n g -Z h e n 
becomes the target of kidnapping 
aliens. She can’t attend parties, she 
can’t go shopping, and now her 
marriage is in crisis...!?
Aniyong
Ever Glory Publishing Co., Ltd.
176 pages | 11.2 × 17 cm
ISBN: 9789865046804

The Innocent Virus
病毒不是故意的？！
──認識傳染病大小事
This book immerses readers in 
some of history’s major infectious 
disease epidemics like the black 
plague, smallpox, and yellow fever. 
The author also reviews life after 
the COVID-19 outbreak. This book 
encourages a correct understanding 
of infectious diseases, helping us 
to live in peace with viruses and 
maintain Earth’s sustainability.
Da-Li Lin/ Tamako Kuo
Global Kids Books
108 pages | 20.5 × 20.6 cm
ISBN: 9789865251338
★	Rights	Sold:	Vietnamese

Priceless: A Taiwanese 
Painter in Paris (2 Volumes)
無價之畫：巴黎的追光少年
A young man in early twentieth 
century Taiwan decides to relocate 
to the center of international art: 
Paris. Despite the hardship of travel 
and the challenges of adjusting to a 
new culture, Yang San-lang refuses 
to abandon his artistic ambitions.
HOM
Gaea Books Co., Ltd.
176, 176 pages | 18 × 24 cm
ISBN: 9789863195160

Make-Believe Robot
冒牌機器人
The city is completely shut down 
during the pandemic, but thirteen-
year-old Lu Fei needs to visit the 
hospital to see his mother one last 
time. He pretends to be a robot to 
escape from quarantine and meets 
a mysterious girl who leads him on a 
thrilling journey.
ManChiu Lin/ Asta Wu
Global Views - Commonwealth Publishing Group
288 pages | 14.8 × 20.5 cm
ISBN: 9789865255404

Blank Boy
留白少年
A Hong, a teenager who has failed 
the college entrance exam, loses 
his memor y in an accident. His 
soul wanders among different life 
forms, becoming a kapok tree, a big 
black dog, and a turtle dove. In this 
seemingly blank life, the boy finds 
a different angle from which to re-
examine his growth.
Ander Yeh
Heryin Books
256 pages | 14.9 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789860697223
★ Rights	Sold:	German

The Chiang Ching-Kuo Era
蔣經國的台灣時代
This book examines the political 
life of Chiang Ching-Kuo, the late 
President of the Republic of China. 
It explores various aspects such as 
military intelligence, politics, the 
White Terror, diplomacy, Taiwan 
independence, democratization, 
economic development, and Cross-
Strait relations, offering a microcosm 
of ROC’s post-1949 history through 
its focus on Chiang Ching-Kuo.
Hsiao-Ting Lin
Walkers Cultural Enterprise Ltd.
504 pages | 16.8 × 21.5 cm
ISBN: 9789865080945

NON-FICTION CHILDREN’S BOOKS

Practicing Goodbye
再見的練習
B i b i ,  m y  d o g  a n d  b e st  f r i e n d , 
disappeared suddenly on a windy 
afternoon. There was no chance to 
say goodbye, and I had to get used 
to living without him.
One day, Bibi returned home. His 
various scents took me back, but 
something had changed…
Bei Lynn
SiLoo Story
156 pages | 16 × 23 cm
ISBN: 9786269534708
★	Rights	Sold:	Korean

Badlands in Taiwan
臺灣惡地誌
The first book demonstrates two 
unique histor ical  perspect ives 
and richness from the badlands in 
Taiwan, the earth science history 
and the history of human ecology. 
It offers background knowledge 
on badlands especially focused on 
mudstone badlands, their terrain and 
ecology, the cultural heritage, the 
modern environmental conservation 
movement and etc.
Shu-Juan Su, Shu-Ting Liang, Yi-Xuan Wu, Hong-Yi Liu, 
Ling-Hua Ke, Xun-Wen Qiu, Hui-Min Huang
Yeren Publishing House
288 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 9789863847588

Once Upon a Time, 
There Was a Train Coming to 
the Island
從前從前，火車來到小島
It’s a La vita è bella for Taiwan. Filled 
with imagination and creativity to 
memorialize the lives of those who 
endured the chilling White Terror. 
Terror is a train; it carries so many 
victims—moving them to nowhere 
but driving our youth away.
Yi-Wen Huang
Taiwan Interminds Publishing Inc.
48 pages | 20.5 × 30 cm
ISBN: 9789862942918
★	Rights	Sold:	Korean,	Portuguese	(Azores)

My Classmate Is a Bear
我的同學是一隻熊
This is the story of a heartwarming 
encounter between mountain village 
kids and a Formosan black bear, 
and it is the story of the unfolding 
beauty of  Taiwan’s  forests  and 
of the profound issues affecting 
t h i s  e n v i r o n m e n t .  O n e  d a y,  a 
bear unexpectedly shows up at a 
classroom and says, “I want to come 
to school. May I?”
Yeou-Yu Chang/ Meng Yun Chiang
CommonWealth Education Media and Publishing Co., 
Ltd
232 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9786263050341
★	Rights	Sold:	Korean
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is ubiquitous, making the exploration of identity a perennial hot topic.

This year, the Taiwan Pavilion has planned an "Identity"-themed 
exhibition, presenting publications from various perspectives—the self, 
gender, culture, society, ethnicity, and the nation—to better understand 
identity, to offer the international publishing market a distinctively 
Taiwanese perspective, and to foster a deeper knowledge of this country 
and its publications.

THEMED EXHIBITION: 
IDENTITY

Legend of the Cat Demon
貓妖傳
Zhexin, who has had bad luck since 
childhood, accidentally runs into an 
escaped cat demon. They decide 
to cooperate to fulfill each other’s 
wishes. A life-changing journey has 
started. The secrets of the town are 
about to be revealed. The cat demon 
is possessed. Luck is coming!
Aliyo
Uei-Shiang Ltd.
198 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789865052690

Formosa X
1624 男人與島
In the 17th century, people of various 
backgrounds set sail to the east, 
looking for trade opportunities. 
A s different groups fought over 
dominance at sea, Li Dan broke 
the sea ban of the Ming Dynasty 
and established his armed fleet. 
After recruiting lieutenants such 
as Yen Ssu-Chi and Cheng Chih-
Lung, Li became a marine overlord, 
o v e r p o w e r i n g  e a st e r n e r s  a n d 
westerners alike.
Lung-Chieh Li
Gaea Books Co., Ltd.
400 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789863196051

COMICS

The Free China Junk
湧與浪：自由中國號
Taiwan during the 1950s was under 
martial law. A flier promoting a yacht 
race from the United States sparked 
the pursuit of a dream for six young 
men. Funds were short , alleged 
spies were reported, and a typhoon 
was hitting. From the rainy Port 
Keelung, to the sunlit San Francisco, 
the traditional sailboat named Free 
China has set sail.
July, Seamo Hsieh
Gaea Books Co., Ltd.
218 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789863196037

The Witch and the Bull
星咒之絆
Tan’s job as the King’s royal advisor 
has nothing to do with his hatred 
for witches, but it does make him 
a prime target  for  a  curse that 
turns him into a BULL! The only 
way to undo this hex is to rely on 
the beautiful witch, Aro. Can her 
kindness break this spell?
Moonsia
LINE WEBTOON
Format: Webtoon
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We Are Not a Couple
拼裝家庭
“The whole world thinks we are a 
gay couple, but we’re not.” Two men 
who married and divorced the same 
woman are living together with their 
daughters (who share the same 
mom). Can they become a family?
Ami Ya Hai
MirrorFiction Inc.
360 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789869886888
★ Rights	Sold:	Simplified	Chinese

Contactless Intimacy
零觸碰親密
This novel follows a woman whose 
generation—the first to live in a 
“contactless society”—is trapped 
by the belief that touch leads to 
e m ot i o n a l  co n ta m i n at i o n  a n d 
human suffering. In a world where 
physical  contact  is  prohibited, 
relationships are optimized by 
machines, and free will is exposed 
as fiction, what might become of 
individual agency?
Hsin-Hui Lin
China Times Publishing Co.
248 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm

ISBN: 9786263537613

The Skybridge
空橋上的少年
A young psychiatrist unexpectedly 
leaves his  job and transfers  to 
another hospital. He is asked to take 
over the treatment of a 17-year-old 
boy, who has been afflicted by a 
“school phobia” for many years. How 
will both of them, in just one year, 
find ways to move on?
Bo-Xin Cai
PsyGarden Publishing Company
456 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789863571674

A Sketch in Scarlet
腥紅速寫
In the midst of interviewing a serial 
killer of children, a female criminal 
psychology professor finds herself 
experiencing a profound empathy 
for  the murderer ;  i t 's  a  tale  of 
understanding and falling.
Karasumi
Links Publishing Ltd.
256 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9786269680863
★ Adapted	into	a	screenplay

The Town of the Lost Ones
無父之城
Writer Wang and private detective 
Chen meet at Haishan Township. 
They attempt to solve the mysterious 
disappearance of a local councilor’s 
daughter. At the same time, Wang 
tries to piece together the truth 
about her father's suicide. In this 
idyllic-seeming rural town, people 
try to move on, but they are forever 
haunted by the past.
Xue Chen
MirrorFiction Inc.
424 pages | 15 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789869782036
★ Rights	Sold:	Simplified	Chinese

Meiling’s Memory Café
美玲的記憶咖啡館
On a Beitou mountainside stands a 
"memory café," where memories can 
be exchanged for delicious meals.
Yi-Hsuan Li/ Karen Chiang
Gaea Books, Co., Ltd.
320 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789863196723

Raining Cats
下一場貓雨
In life, there are rains we cannot 
avoid—rains that carr y remains 
of childhood innocence lost, the 
warmth and coldness of human 
e m ot i o n s ,  a n d  t h e  rea l i t i e s  o f 
society. Children step into the rain, 
collecting each fal len raindrop 
and transforming them into poetic 
sentiments.
Shining Kids
Shining Life
192 pages | 13 × 17.5 cm
ISBN: 9789869766456

Sorry! I Hate My Child
抱歉，我討厭我的孩子
A case of infanticide shocked the 
whole country, and here’s part of the 
murderer's monologue: "I am also 
a victim of maternal love. From a 
wounded child, I grew into an adult 
full of defects." How and why was 
women’s destiny sacrificed to the 
myth of maternal love, which stands 
in violation of human nature?
Si Xian
MirrorFiction Inc.
320 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789860611304
★ Rights	Sold:	Simplified	Chinese

Mephisto Waltz
律政女王
Just how much are you willing to 
sacrifice to become a lawyer? And 
is politics necessarily a deal with 
the devil? Novice lawyer Wang, 
after coming into contact with an 
enigmatic group, is entangled in 
both crime and politics. Romance 
blooms with assistant Lin, but they 
eventually separate. After discovering 
the truth, however, they reunite to 
seek justice.
Aris Cho
New Sharing Publishing Co., Ltd.
824 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789865260545
★ Rights	Sold:	Simplified	Chinese
★ Authorized	to	be	adapted	into	a	TV	series

Blank Boy
留白少年
A Hong, a teenager who has failed 
the college entrance exam, loses 
his memor y in an accident . His 
soul wanders among different life 
forms, becoming a kapok tree, a big 
black dog, and a turtle dove. In this 
seemingly blank life, the boy finds 
a different angle from which to re-
examine his growth.
Ander Yeh
Heryin Books
256 pages | 14.9 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789860697223
★ Rights	Sold:	German

The Formosa Exchange
新寶島
One morning in May, the citizens of 
Taiwan wake to find that they have all 
switched places with the citizens of 
Cuba. Chong-Kai Huang’s astonishing 
work of magical realism begins 
new conversations on ethnicity, 
marginality, and the (re)telling of 
histor y.  It  also offers trenchant 
commentary on social constructions 
o f  ra ce ,  m u l t i c u l t u ra l i s m ,  a n d 
political marginality.
Chong-Kai Huang
Springhill Publishing
352 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789860638967

No Secrets Between Us
我們沒有祕密
Whereas people in this town have 
their  secrets,  there's  no secret 
between the two of us. Fan Yanchong 
believes that there isn’t any secret 
between him and his wife, Wu Xiping. 
But then his wife goes missing. Fan 
Yanchong begins his investigation, 
starting from her office, and things 
rapidly become more puzzling.
Xiao-Le Wu
MirrorFiction Inc.
368 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789869886857
★ Rights	Sold:	Simplified	Chinese,	Korean
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The Other Shore
彼岸
In this book ,  the author writes 
about family pain. Her childhood, 
filled with poverty and loneliness, is 
transformed through art. Her mother, 
in her anguish over her husband’s 
affair, emigrated to Hawaii. Thirty 
years later, looking for her mother, 
the author unravels mysteries to find 
an understanding. This is a touching 
tale of familial connections.
Wei-Ning Tien
Linking Publishing Company Ltd.
256 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789570863185

Second Woman
女二
This is the story of Huang Cheng; 
she is the family’s second child, 12 
years her sister’s junior. She grew 
up following in the footsteps of her 
older sister and became an actress, 
beginning as a stand-in with a vague 
and unmemorable face. Cheng is 
transparent; can she find her own 
appearance and color?
Joanne Deng
Sun Color Culture Co., Ltd.
464 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789863428046

A White Summer
神在的地方——
一個與雪同行的夏天
D e - Z h e n g  C h e n ,  a  K 2  P r o j e c t 
reporter, who accompanied climbers 
into the "Death Zone" at 8000 meters, 
p ro v i d e s  d eta i l e d  a cco u n ts  o f 
extreme climbing experiences, offers 
close observations of mountaineers 
and Sherpa people, and describes 
the process of human exploration 
o f  t h e  w i l d e r n e s s ,  u l t i m a t e l y 
conquering the highest mountain 
peaks.
De-Zheng Chen
ThinKingDom Media Group Ltd.
360 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789869968744

My Life, My Style
自成一派
Halfway through life, what kinds 
of beautiful and sunny days, how 
much rain and snow, and how many 
dusky evenings should there be? 
This book talks of life in middle 
age—the lessons of love, the warmth 
and grace of mature adults, and 
the burden upon many who are 
caregivers to older parents.
Man-Chuan Chang
Global Views - Commonwealth Publishing Group
288 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9786263550469

Grandma’s Girlfriends: 
The Splendid Youth of Elder 
Lesbians
阿媽的女朋友
The impression that today's youth 
often have of older homosexuals is 
that they lived in a conservative social 
environment, led lonely and bleak 
lives, and much prefer living in today’s 
increasingly LGBTQ+-friendly society. 
The elder lesbians’ stories told in this 
book, however, completely overturn 
those stereotypes; their lives back 
then were even more reckless, even 
more exciting!
Taiwan Tongzhi (LGBTQ+) Hotline Association
Locus Publishing Company
312 pages | 20 × 14 cm
ISBN: 9789865549121
★ Rights	Sold:	Japanese

Eyelids of Morning
鱷眼晨曦
The giant crocodiles of the Borneo 
rainforest. The crown jewels and 
diamonds of Britain. The revolution 
of Sarawak. A treasure hunt along the 
Gang Mi River… A three-thousand-
year legend of Chinese settlers. A 
three-million-year love of the rarest 
kind.
Gui-Xing Zhang
China Times Publishing Co.
448 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9786263532083

Readings from Eccentric Art 
History
漫遊怪奇藝術史
Discover the most interesting and 
curious art knowledge as we go from 
secret paths to the exclamation mark 
of art history!
Art History Strolls Group-Author
Uni-Books, a division of And Publishing Ltd.
256 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 9786267084267

Serving Tea: Stories from 
Taipei’s Red-Light District
茶室女人心：萬華紅燈區的故事
The women featured in this book 
work in “teahouses” or are engaged 
in the sex trade in Taipei’s Wanhua 
d i s t r i c t .  T h r o u g h  1 2  a u t h o r -
conducted inter views, they tell 
their stories, letting readers know 
how they entered this profession, 
detailing their day-to-day lives, 
and outlining their inner struggles, 
desires, and aspirations.
Win-Shine Lee
Guerrilla Publishing Co., Ltd
304 pages | 15 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9786269716401

Mathematics in Cultural 
Contexts
文化脈絡中的數學
This book helps readers understand 
mathematics using illustrations from 
culture and history and asks them 
to judge the value of mathematics in 
the context of society and civilization. 
All content is based on high school 
graduates' expected mathematical 
knowledge.
Wei-Chang Shann
NCU Press, Yuan-Liou Publishing Co., Ltd.
304 pages | 15 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789865659325

Couldn't We Just Stay the 
Same?
不在一起不行嗎？
Is it necessary to be together if we 
fall in love with each other? Can’t we 
just stay the same? From schoolmate 
to pillow friend, all we need is a final 
push! These are boys' summer tales; 
they are men's secret talks.
Wei-Zhong Zhang
Uni-Books, a division of And Publishing Ltd.
528 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789860698008

There's Something About 
My Brother
滌這個不正常的人
The author records truthfully the 
interaction with his younger brother, 
a so-called Hikikomori, and at the 
same time traces the growth in his 
relationship with his parents. This 
work is not only an exploration of 
the dark and mysterious mind of the 
younger brother but is also a deep 
excavation of the mother, the father, 
and the self.
Mi Liao
Yuan-Liou Publishing Co., Ltd.
248 pages | 14 × 20 cm
ISBN: 9789573287605

The Days of Golden Leaves
茶金歲月
The Days of  Golden Leaves  i s  a 
memoir of a tea merchant family 
filled with love, hatred, and vendetta. 
It also serves as a documentary of 
Taiwan’s development, portraying 
real-life events from the Japanese 
colonial period up to the 1980s, while 
highlighting the many identities of 
the Taiwanese people.
Yun-Pan Liao
Linking Publishing Company Ltd.
356 pages | 15.5 × 22 cm
ISBN: 9789570860580
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Guji Guji
鴨子湖故事 --GujiGuji
Guji Guji was born a crocodile but 
raised by a family of ducks. He has 
always seen himself as a duck, until 
one day he meets some crocodiles, 
who try to talk him into helping 
them trap and eat his family. Feeling 
confused about his true identity, 
what will Guji Guji do?
Chih-Yuan Chen
Hsin Yi Publications
48 pages | 24.5 × 30 cm
ISBN: 9789861616650
★ Rights	Sold:	16	languages	including	Korean,	

Japanese,	Thai,	French,	Spanish,	German,	
Dutch,	Slovenian,	Swedish,	Italian,	Simplified	
Chinese

★ Adapted	 into	stage	plays	 in	Sweden,	New	
Zealand, Spain

A Special Coffee Shop
非常咖啡店
This is not just a coffee shop. The 
boss's signature coffee and milk tea 
are outlets for your inner feelings. 
Here, what you drink is not coffee—
it’s life itself! This is a book full of 
stories that will move you, convince 
you, and make you laugh.
Boss Alf
Yuan-Liou Publishing Co., Ltd.
272 pages | 13 × 19 cm
ISBN: 9786263611535

Home
Home
The sun has risen. The city is awake. 
This is the home we live in.
There are stories in this city. Some 
of them you may have heard. Some 
may tell  of things beyond even 
your imagination. But they are all 
happening here, both quiet and 
loud, day after day after day.
Lian-En Lin
Papa Publishing House
48 pages | 23 × 26 cm
ISBN: 9789869743709
★ Rights	Sold:	English,	 Japanese,	Korean,	

Portuguese,	Simplified	Chinese

Successor of the Great 
Magician
魔術師的接班人
Since childhood, Bean has dreamed 
of emulating the legendary magician, 
his uncle Magical Jack. Sadly, Bean 
lacks the necessary talent, often 
becoming nervous and embarrassing 
h i m s e l f  o n  s t a g e .  B e a n  f e e l s 
disheartened, so his uncle takes him 
to visit the Association of Magicians, 
where he unveils a haunting secret 
that places Bean in grave danger…
Zhi-Rong Li/ Xuanxuan
Global Kids Books
232, 224 pages | 14.8 × 20.5 cm
ISBN: 9786263553026, 9786263553033

Universe．Magic．
the Printing Machine
宇宙魔法印刷機
In the ver y beginning of human 
history, a printing machine absorbed 
a  magic ian’s  soul ,  and started 
printing new kinds of books. Now, 
however, no one needs books, so the 
printing machine racks its brain to 
build a beyond-imagination “Dream 
Books Exposition,” making one last 
attempt to bring books back into 
everyday life.
Shih-Ren Lin/ Xiao-Han Lin
Mandarin Daily News
224 pages | 15 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789577519207

Four Seasons
四季
The tree is a testament to our joy 
and loss. Though we change, spring 
will  come, and the old tree will 
sprout new leaves again. With simple 
illustrations and words, Zhi-Wei Hsu 
evokes readers’ precious memories 
of the past and reminds us that 
the cycle of life is both endless and 
delightful.
Zhi-Wei Hsu
Children's Publications Co., Ltd.
40 pages | 21 × 28 cm
ISBN: 9789862745687

Goodnight, Giraffe!
晚安長頸鹿
It is an exceptional giraffe, taller 
than any building you have ever 
seen! Children call it "The Goodnight 
G i ra f fe ."  At  m i d n i g h t ,  t h e  c i t y 
becomes quiet, and the moon is high 
in the sky. "The Goodnight Giraffe" 
is ready to start an adventure, and 
readers are invited to join!
Chih-Hao Yen/ Nan Jun Qiu
Sacca Publishing Company
64 pages | 30.5 × 21.5 cm
ISBN: 9786269684113

The Story of Grandma Snow 
Flower
雪英奶奶的故事
Around the year 1949, numerous 
young lives, much like Snow Flower’s 
youthful spirit ,  experienced the 
ravages of  war and the painful 
separation from loved ones. Through 
Snow Flower’s life, this book explores 
the identity of ordinary people and 
the heart-wrenching yearning they 
endure.
Yih-Fen Chou/ Wu-Mao
Heryin Books
48 pages | 21 × 29.7 cm
ISBN: 9789869646017
★	Rights	Sold:	English,	Simplified	Chinese

Little Fox’s Mother & 
Mother’s Little Fox
小狐狸的媽媽；媽媽的小狐狸
This book is a collaboration between 
award-winning illustrator Noir-Noir 
Shih and Dr.
Yuan-Chih Lung. Using heartwarming 
animal  stor ies ,  i t  out l ines  the 
m a n u fa c t u r i n g  p r o ce s s  o f  f u r 
products and informs consumers of 
the benefits of choosing a fur-free 
lifestyle.
Noir-Noir Shih, Yuan-Chih Lung
Noir-Noir Shih
48 pages | 23 × 26 cm
ISBN: 9789574398928

Heroes of the City
城市小英雄
An evil rat has come to town! How 
will little puppy Lucky and the cats 
catch him and become heroes of 
the City? The latest masterpiece by 
Peter Pan Prize-winning picture book 
author and illustrator Chih-Yuan 
Chen is a detective story with details 
and clues hidden in the pictures. 
Children will have fun reading the 
story and solving the mystery!
Chih-Yuan Chen
CommonWealth Education Media and Publishing Co., 
Ltd
24 pages | 19.5 × 20 cm
ISBN: 9789575036560
★ Rights	Sold:	Korean

The Fox and the Tree
狐狸與樹
In this inspiring story, the dialogue 
and interactions between the fox 
and the tree are both sincere and 
true. Simple colors encapsulate the 
changing seasons and demonstrate 
the significance of one’s friends. The 
fox’s visit brings to mind meaningful 
changes in the tree’s long journey 
through life.
Yen-Lin Chen
The Eastern Publishing Co., Ltd.
40 pages | 20.5 × 29.7 cm
ISBN: 9789863384137
★ Rights	Sold:	Simplified	Chinese,	Spanish

Mr. Dinosaur’s Nose Is 
Running
恐龍先生流鼻涕以後
Mr. Dinosaur can breathe fire from 
his nose. It makes him a superstar. 
Then one day, it’s not fire that comes 
out of his nose but water!
Mr. Dinosaur is so worried about 
losing his job, until he chances upon 
a fire…
Yan Tong/ Peipei Liu, Bowen Chang
Hsin Yi Publications
40 pages | 22 × 22 cm
ISBN: 9789861617077
★ Rights	Sold:	Korean,	Simplified	Chinese
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The Sun Between the 
Fingers
指縫中的太陽
Award-winning comic artist Cory 
t u r n s  a  y o u t h  t r a g e d y  i n t o  a 
heartwarming story. “I hope,” she 
writes, “that my comics can give 
other people the strength to support 
themselves.” Comics have a magical 
power to heal,  and we hope to 
deliver a smile to those who are 
healing themselves and those who 
are healing others.
Cory
Fisfisa Media Co., Ltd.
168 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm

ISBN: 9789860692266

The Shimmering Tree
發光的樹
Bologna I l lustrators Exhibit ion 
selected illustrator Meng-Yun Chiang 
chose bright colors to tell this story 
about a tree and the life shared by 
us all. This book reminds readers 
to savor the sorrow and joy of life, 
while seizing the present to create 
moments that are worth celebrating 
and remembering.
Higo Wu/ Meng-Yun Chiang
Viking International Co., Ltd.
48 pages | 21.7 × 28 cm
ISBN: 9789864403929

The Unknown Scenery
仍未知曉的景色
F i re f i g h te r  Lu o  Z h e n h o n g  a n d 
veteran journalist Lin Wenting, both 
in their 40s, cohabit as a gay couple 
and find their home to be the most 
relaxing place, away from their high-
risk jobs. Their relationship, however, 
is challenged when Wenting's job 
undergoes a drastic change and 
Zhenhong is hospitalized due to 
work-related injuries.
M2
Halfton Press
176 pages | 12.8 × 18.2 cm
ISBN: 9786269532506
★ Adapted	into	a	radio	play

Rainbow Apartment
彩虹公寓
Set in 2024, five years after the 
legalization of same-sex marriage 
i n  Ta i w a n ,  t h i s  L G B T Q  c o m i c 
compilation gathers six stories that 
showcase the strength and dignity 
required to live in a society that has 
only just begun to acknowledge your 
basic rights.
Moriku, Pei-Hsiu Chen, Elainee, NIN, Wei-En Lee, Lucas 
Paixão
Dala Publishing Company
228 pages | 18 × 26 cm
ISBN: 9789860647884

OKEN: Childhood Memories 
of a Taiwanese Poet
OKEN：詩的端倪
This comic adaptation is based on 
the classic literary autobiography, 
Mountain Wind and Ocean Rain , 
w r i t t e n  b y  Ya n g  M u ,  Ta i w a n ’s 
nationally acclaimed poet. The work 
offers mature reflections, viewed 
through the eyes of the poet as 
a child, and gives a meticulously 
detailed account of a spirit in the 
process of growing.
Mu Yang/ Shih-Hung Wu
Fisfisa Media Co., Ltd.
208 pages | 19.7 × 26 cm
ISBN: 9789860692273
★ Rights	Sold:	French(Belgium)

Uncle Nick’s Bookcase
尼克叔叔的書箱
Uncle Nick has a passion for reading; 
over time, however, his collection 
has taken over all available space 
in his home! Looking at his books, 
Uncle Nick realizes how wonderful it 
would be if they could once again be 
seen and loved. After some tinkering 
and hammering, he creates a large 
wooden box.  How myster ious! 
Whatever will he place inside?
Pei-Chun Shih/ Yuan-Ting Tsai
Viking International Co., Ltd.
40 pages | 21.5 × 27 cm
ISBN: 9789864404681

Good Friend, Cancer
癌症好朋友
Pam Pam Liu’s diar y of a family 
member with cancer reveals the 
complex emotions between mother 
and daughter. The work resonates 
strongly in Taiwan, where more than 
80,000 people suffer from cancer 
every year.
Pam Pam Liu
Slowork Publishing
184 pages | 15 × 15 cm
ISBN: 9789869509053

Mother and Her Two Boys
大的小的：
媽媽與小孩的日常生活大戰
What happens every day with Mother 
and her two boys? Is it all peace 
and harmony, or is it more like war? 
Collected here are 36 stories from 
ARTCOKIDS magazine, which faithfully 
describe everyday life.
Hui-Ying Xue
Diancan Art & Collection Ltd.
160 pages | 17 × 23 cm

ISBN: 9789579057493

－ Between the Scenes －
Follow & Stand by
- 幕間休息 -	Follow&Stand	By
A gay couple practice their slashie 
lifestyles, working in the theater 
industr y while also running an 
LGBTQ+-friendly guesthouse. While 
guests share stories, the couple make 
precious memories and witness the 
achievements of Taiwan's same-sex 
marriage legalization movement.
Aan Cen
Halfton Press
192 pages | 12.8 × 18.2 cm
ISBN: 9786269505432
★ Adapted	into	a	radio	play

My Mom Is a Fire Hero
我的媽媽是救火英雄
This picture book tells the story 
of a mother who is a firefighter. 
In addition to fighting fires, she 
also rescues people affected by 
various disasters. When not on duty, 
grueling drills must be practiced. The 
mother's outstanding performance 
shows that women can be excellent 
firefighters.
Po-Chen Cheng/ Chia-Wei Hsu
Wu-Nan Book Inc.
40 pages | 29.5 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9786263660151

Legend of the Cat Demon
貓妖傳
Zhexin, who has had bad luck since 
childhood, accidentally runs into an 
escaped cat demon. They decide 
to cooperate to fulfill each other's 
wishes. A life-changing journey has 
started. The secrets of the town are 
about to be revealed. The cat demon 
is possessed. Luck is coming!
Aliyo
Uei-Shiang Ltd.
198 pages | 21 × 14.8 cm
ISBN: 9789865053413

The Girl Who Feeds the Cat
餵貓的女孩
The proliferation of cyberbullying 
and leaked sex videos is a cause of 
increasing alarm. Comic book artist 
Yaya combines Western art styles 
and Japanese dramatic elements to 
reveal the complications behind this 
shocking phenomenon, interrogating 
the underlying issues, while narrating 
a moving stor y of a particularly 
determined counselor.
Yaya
Fisfisa Media Co., Ltd.
144 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789860692259
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ACADEMIA SINICA
中央研究院
Academia Sinica, the preeminent academic institution of the Republic 
of China (Taiwan), was founded in China in 1928 to promote and 
undertake scholarly research in the sciences and humanities.
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Controversies in the Context 
of Modern Enlightenment
近代啟蒙脈絡中的思想論爭
This book covers hermeneutics and 
structuralism. Three of its chapters 
deal  with the theme of  cycles, 
demonstrating the effectiveness of 
hermeneutics in interpreting Chinese 
classics. Elsewhere, structuralism, 
which originated from the thinking of 
Claude Lévi-Strauss, is shown to have 
altered the temporal perspective 
in the humanities, semiotics, and 
linguistics.
Wei-Chieh Lin, Hsiao-Yun Wu (eds.)
292 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9786267002742

The Sense and Sensibility of 
Political Science
政治學的理性與感性
P ro f.  C h i -W e n  L i n  i s  a  l ea d i n g 
political scholar, exploring political 
phenomena through a rational 
c h o i c e  a p p r o a c h  d r i v e n  b y 
democratic and patriotic concerns. 
This book showcases seventeen of 
his most representative academic 
papers, along with advice for young 
scholars, revealing the blend of 
rationality and sensibility in his 
research, making it a must-read in 
political science.
Jih-Wen Lin(Author), Tse-Kang Leng, Wen-Chin Wu, Yu-
Shan Wu and Chin-En Wu(eds.)
544 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 9789860592900

Food Cultures and 
Technologies
Food	Cultures	and	Technologies
This book examines the complex 
relationship between food cultures 
and technologies, encompassing 
taste, tasting, and distribution. 
These dialectics are crucial for our 
understanding of food qualities, 
cultural preferences, identities, 
boundaries, the globalization of 
food cultures, and above all the 
sensescapes we create and inhabit.
Shuenn-Der Yu (ed.)
297 pages | 15.7 × 22.8 cm
ISBN: 9786267002759

World．Enlightenment．
Taiwan (2 Vols.)
世界．啟蒙．在地
T h i s  2 - v o l u m e  s e t  c o m p i l e s 
the papers presented at a 2021 
conference series commemorating 
the centenar y of the Taiwanese 
C u l t u r a l  A s s o c i a t i o n .  T h e 
association, established in 1921 
under the influence of various global 
intellectual and political trends in 
Japanese colonial Taiwan, has long 
been considered a leading force 
promoting cultural enlightenment 
and anti-colonial movements.
Hsueh-Chi Hsu (ed.)
532, 562pages | 26 × 19 cm
ISBN: 9786267002919, 9786267002926

The Way to Law
研之得法
The Central Research Institutum 
Iurisprudentiae's 10th-anniversary 
collection, titled "The Way to Law," 
encompasses diverse meanings 
and interpretations. Emphasizing 
t h e  m e t h o d s ,  f u n c t i o n s ,  a n d 
objectives of law is crucial, and to 
understand the essence of law, a 
systematic approach is essential. 
Law establishes normative order, 
resolving disputes and seeking 
justice.  Justice and rule of  law 
coexist, epitomizing the purpose of 
legal governance.
Chien-Liang Lee (ed.)
743 pages | 18 × 26 cm
ISBN: 9786267002445

The Establishment of the 
Asia-Pacific Security Regime 
and the Conclusion of the 
Sino-Japanese Peace Treaty 
During the Cold War
冷戰格局下亞太安全體系的建立
與「中日和平條約」之締結
The "Sino-Japanese Peace Treaty" 
was a product orchestrated primarily 
by the United States to implement 
its containment strategy. This book 
focuses on the intricacies of the US's 
behind-the-scenes maneuvering and 
examines the positioning and roles 
of the governments of the Republic 
of China and Japan within a US-
constructed security framework.
Tzu-Chin Huang
450 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9786267002872

Mapping the Landscapes of 
Care
描繪照護地景
Focusing on Taiwan since the mid-
20th century, this book delves into 
the local  competit ion between 
various professional and theoretical 
perspectives. It also reflects on 
concepts such as intermediation, 
self-catch-up, localization, and 
c r i t i q u e .  T h i s  w o r k  co n s i d e r s 
m e d i c a l i z a t i o n ,  p r o f e s s i o n a l 
power, pharmaceuticalization, life 
governance, and Western catch-up 
from a perspective rooted primarily 
in Western theoretical positions.
Wen-Yuan Lin
450 pages | 18 × 26 cm
ISBN: 9786267341230

Academic Inheritance Across 
Centuries and Borders
跨世紀與跨國境的學術傳承
Mao-Yuan Liu was the first scholar 
from Taiwan to obtain—studying 
under Professor Kokubu Naoichi—
a PhD in archaeology from Japan. 
This book shows how Dr. Liu not 
only continued Kokubu Naoichi’s 
work but also integrated the latest 
archaeological achievements in 
Taiwan and southeast China with a 
more systematic point of view.
Kuang-Ti Li, Hung-Lin Chiu (eds.)
304 pages | 21 × 29.7 cm
ISBN: 9786267002735

New Horizons in Political 
Thought (I)
政治思想新視域（上冊）
This collection of papers is the 
outcome of a series of academic 
co n fe re n ce s  o rga n i ze d  b y  t h e 
Center for Political Thought at the 
Research Center for Humanities 
and Social Sciences at Academia 
Sinica. The compilation summarizes 
the phased research achievements 
of the domestic political thought 
community and serves as a reference 
f o r  y o u n g  s c h o l a r s ,  f o s t e r i n g 
continuity and progress in the field.
I-Chung Chen (ed.)
368 pages | 15 × 22.5 cm
ISBN: 9789865432829

Philology, Philosophy, and 
Other Approaches in the 
Study of Classical Chinese 
Texts
離詞、辯言、聞道
T h i s  c o l l e c t i o n ,  f o c u s i n g  o n 
" C l a s s i c a l  St u d i e s ,"  c o m p i l e s 
t h e  p ro ce e d i n g s  f ro m  va r i o u s 
conferences, gathering scholars 
from f ields such as l inguist ics, 
philology, paleography, philosophy, 
literature, history, archaeology, and 
biblical studies, highlighting both 
Eastern and Western perspectives. 
The main objective of this text is to 
critically examine and reflect upon 
the methods employed in classical 
studies.
Pham Lee-Moi, Hui-Fen Huang (eds.)
558 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9786267002933

Non-fiction

Rights Contact 

Shu-Chen Tsai (Institute of History and Philology)|Email: bihp@asihp.net
I-Chun Yen (Institute of Ethnology)|Email: yic@sinica.edu.tw
Yi-Ting Wu (Institute of Modern History)|Email: wfl@gate.sinica.edu.tw
Ciao-Yen Jhan (Institute of Chinese Literature and Philosophy)|Email: annd228@gate.sinica.edu.tw
Hsiao-Mei Tu (Institute of Taiwan History)|Email: grace2528@gate.sinica.edu.tw
Li-Ling Hsieh (Institute of Sociology)|Email: liling@gate.sinica.edu.tw
Chien-Hui Lai (Institute of Political Science)|Email: cash@gate.sinica.edu.tw
Wan-Yu Chen (Institutum Iurisprudentiae)|Email: ikumi611@gate.sinica.edu.tw
Hsin-Yi Chian (Research Center for Humanities and Social Sciences)|Email: hsinyi@gate.sinica.edu.tw
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Encyclopedia of Taiwanese 
Urban Legends
臺灣都市傳說百科
The first encyclopedia monograph 
t h a t  s y s t e m a t i c a l l y  c o m p i l e s 
Taiwanese Urban Legends. It records 
the collective memory of the things 
that give the people of this land the 
creeps. There are 100 tales—each 
with a unique illustration.
Ocean Yang, Yi-An Hsieh, TsungHsien Juan, Taipei 
Legend Studio/ Kiya, Hambuck, Hong
584 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 9789863195856
★	Rights	Sold:	Vietnamese

Brides, Weddings & Li
婚禮大作戰
After moving back home to Taoyuan, 
A-Li takes over the family's wedding 
s t o r e  a n d  s t a r t s  h e r  l i f e  a s  a 
shopkeeper. She meets three friends, 
who are about to get married. And, 
though they all face problems on 
the way to their wedding day, each 
protagonist will bravely overcome 
every obstacle.
Jiji
Dyna Books, Co., Ltd.
244 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9786267059173
★	Rights	Sold:	French

The Fantasy of the Blue
藍之夢
Ten stories about Hakka culture and 
hometown memories that focus 
especially on the suffering of women 
constrained by traditional Hakka 
society.
Karen Chen/ Lasa
256 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789863196716

Syzygy
長島
A destined journey emerges from 
a faint , pre-birth memor y. Icek, 
uprooted from his routines, wanders 
to a rustic countryside. There, he 
collides with Meir, a free-spirited 
boy. Their paths merge, and they are 
drawn to awe-inspiring Long Island, 
a place that resonates with their 
innermost selves.
Ray He
336 pages | 18 × 24 cm
ISBN: 9789863196464

Soul: The Songs of Wild 1
狩 SOUL：荒魂曲 1
After a mutation one thousand years 
ago, human beings have survived 
using spells and magic. The Earth, 
however, has now been invaded 
by ghosts of deceased humans... 
A young gir l  fal ls  from the sky, 
fulfilling the ancient prophecy and 
becoming the hope for the world’s 
reinvigoration. How will she restart 
this desolate world?
Kuzuha/ Chiyou
192 pages | 19 × 26 cm
ISBN: 9789863197157

Meiling’s Memory Café
美玲的記憶咖啡館
On a Beitou mountainside stands a 
"memory café," where memories can 
be exchanged for delicious meals.
Yi-Hsuan Li/ Karen Chiang
320 pages | 14.8 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789863196723

Rosetta: Ashes of the Feast
羅賽塔：盛宴餘燼
In an antique shop nestled within 
the old alleyways of the city, stories 
unfold behind each object. Rosetta, 
t h e  e n i g m a t i c  s h o p k e e p e r,  i s 
rumored to hold the ability to reveal 
the various tales and nostalgic 
memories hidden within these items.
Eli Lin
168 pages | 18 × 24 cm
ISBN: 9789863197140

The Pastry and Wagashi
揚子堂糕餅舖
A young man, who has worked in two 
different century-old pastry shops 
in Taiwan and Japan, compares 
the differences between traditional 
Taiwanese pastries and Japanese 
wagashi. Later, the craftsperson’s 
spirit inspires him to pursue his 
dreams.
L.W./ Kidisland
264 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789863196518
★	Rights	Sold:	Thai

Hell Parade
地獄遊行 1-5（完）
This book describes the misanthropic 
dai ly  l i fe  of  the most  powerful 
magical boy, as the world is about to 
be swallowed up by a natural disaster 
called “Hell Phenomenon.” The story 
is interwoven with social chaos, 
power struggles, and disasters! The 
author's unique black humor creates 
a realistic yet fantastical worldview.
Buke
Dyna Books, Co., Ltd.
1096 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 4711099771028

Beitou Express Delivery
北投機車快遞
Seen through a special summer 
working experience of an otaku 
college student, readers journey 
deep into daily life in the Beitou 
streets and alleys.
En-Du Wang/ Hao-Yun
272 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789863197331

Fiction

GAEA BOOKS, CO., 
LTD.
蓋亞文化有限公司
Founded in 2001, Gaea Books is a Taiwanese publisher and a kingdom 
of memories and imagination. We devote ourselves to scouting 
gifted authors from Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Mainland China. In the 
meantime, we introduce to readers in Taiwan popular works from 
Europe, the USA, Japan, and South Korea. In 2009, Gaea Books started 
a new brand, Dyna Books, through which we publish graphic novels 
and comics, finding a different way to tell stories through visual arts.

Rights Contact 

Yuju Shen (Editor-in-chief) |Email: yuju@gaeabooks.com.tw
Nicolas Wu (The Grayhawk Agency) |Email: nicolas@grayhawk-agency.com
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Beyond Jobs: Embracing a 
Self-Directed Work Life
只工作，不上班的自主人生
Good jobs aren’t found, they’re 
crafted! Instead of working for a 
company, the author encourages 
readers to explore other possibilities. 
This book is a self-practice guide, 
blending mindset development, 
business thinking, and practical 
experience, taking you on a journey 
toward a redefined l i fe:  design 
your ideal job, and open up career 
choices.
Sheng-Siang Jhuang
344 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789865259815

I Want a Pet Tiger
我想養老虎
This is a creative adventure about 
taking  care  of  a  b ig  t iger.  The 
illustrations, by award-winning artist 
Meng-Yun Chiang, perfectly depict 
the humorous interactions between 
family and tiger.
Wei-Hsuan Cecelia Wang/ Meng-Yun Chiang
Global Kids Books
40 pages | 19.5 × 26.6 cm
ISBN: 9789865256272
★	Rights	Sold:	Korean

My Life, My Style
自成一派
Halfway through life, what kinds 
of beautiful and sunny days, how 
much rain and snow, and how many 
dusky evenings should there be? 
This book talks of life in middle 
age—the lessons of love, the warmth 
and grace of mature adults, and 
the burden upon many who are 
caregivers to older parents.
Man-Chuan Chang
288 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9786263550469

Successor to the Great 
Magician
魔術師的接班人
Since childhood, Bean has dreamed 
of emulating the legendary magician, 
his uncle Magical Jack. Sadly, Bean 
lacks the necessary talent, often 
becoming nervous and embarrassing 
h i m s e l f  o n  s t a g e .  B e a n  f e e l s 
disheartened, so his uncle takes him 
to visit the Association of Magicians, 
where he unveils a haunting secret 
that places Bean in grave danger…
Zhi-Rong Li/ Xuanxuan
Global Kids Books
232, 224 pages | 14.8 × 20.5 cm
ISBN: 9786263553026, 9786263553033

Grandma Lin's Peach Tree
林桃奶奶的桃子樹
Kind-hearted Granny Lin has a 
beautiful peach tree growing in 
her front yard. After the fruit ripens, 
everyone wants a taste! This book 
is a tribute to nature and life by the 
award-winning author Chen-Kuo Liu. 
With vivid imagination, he conjures 
the story of a modern “Promised 
Land.”
Chen-Kuo Liu
Global Kids Books
40 pages | 20.5 × 28.1 cm
ISBN: 9786263552104
★ Rights	Sold:	Simplified	Chinese,	Korean

Practice Micro Wellness at 
Every Moment of Every Day
時時刻刻微養生
This is a book that adapts to the 
busy pace of modern life. Grace 
Chen,  wellness expert ,  created 
the innovative "Micro Wellness" 
approach, offering easy and practical 
techniques to be employed from 
morning to night, whether one is 
sitting or walking. The book includes 
nourishing recipes, demonstration 
videos, and illustrations explaining 
acupoint locations and movements.
Grace Chen
368 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 9789865259204

Where Will I Go Tomorrow?
明天，我會去到什麼地方？
I m a g i n e  i f  y o u r  ro o m  b e ca m e 
a car, a boat, a submarine, or a 
ro c ket . . .  W h e re  w o u l d  y o u  go 
tomorrow? Talking in the first-person 
perspective, a little boy dressed in 
green clothes and a green hat invites 
young readers to join him on his 
exciting journey.
Jimmy Liao
Global Kids Books
48 pages | 20.5 × 27.6 cm
ISBN: 9789865258092
★	Rights	 Sold:	World	 Spanish,	 Simplified	

Chinese

The Unstoppable Desire to 
Soar
壓抑不住地想飛起來
This book selects articles from Chang 
Yi, the founder of LIULI GONGFANG, 
showcasing his unwavering belief 
in taking things to the extreme, his 
immersion in the world of literature 
and drama, his perspective on art, 
and his contemplations on life, 
leading ultimately to a state of 
freedom and progress.
Yi Chang
224 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9786263550193

Little Black Dots
圍籬上的小黑點
Ants, seen walking across school 
walls, are this book’s main characters. 
Ant ecology is beautifully illustrated 
with impressive detail, and we hope 
that little readers, after finishing this 
book, will fall in love with nature.
Han-Yau Huang, Ling-Hsuan Wang
Global Kids Books
44 pages | 25.6 × 23.5 cm
ISBN: 9786263552111
★	Rights	Sold:	Simplified	Chinese

Audrey Tang’s Out-of-the-
Box Thinking
唐鳳的破框思考力	
This book gives insights into how 
Audrey Tang efficiently handles 
myriad tasks and responsibilities, 
balancing productivity with the 
need to maintain a high quality 
of life, all while fulfilling her self-
learning needs. Audrey’s smart and 
unconventional approach to time 
management makes her the master 
of her own life.
Audrey Tang, Chien-Jung Yang
272 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789865259204
★	Rights	Sold:	Korean,	Japanese

Non-fiction

GLOBAL VIEWS - 
COMMONWEALTH 
PUBLISHING GROUP
遠見天下文化出版股份有限公司
Comprising two book imprints—Commonwealth Publishing Company 
and Global Kids Books, Global Views—Commonwealth Publishing 
Group is one of the top five trade publishers in Taiwan. We publish 200 
titles per year and have a backlist of approximately 3,600 titles. About 
one third of our titles are bestsellers.

Rights Contact 

Sharay Pan |Email: sharay@cwgv.com.tw
Siera Lai (Global Kids Books) |Email: siera@cwgv.com.tw
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Life Hymns for Children—
Amazing Grace
給孩子的生命詩歌 ---- 奇異恩典
This book explores the meaning 
of life, recognition, and praise for 
nature.
John Newton, Maltbie Davenport Babcock, Carl 
Boberg/ Lipei Huang, Heryin Art Team
60 pages | 20 × 20 cm
ISBN: 9789860637007
★	Rights	Sold:	English,	Simplified	Chinese

I Can't Wait to Grow Up
我想長大
I Can't Wait to Grow Up portrays 
the inner thoughts of a child eager 
to grow up. Through a series of 
conversations with Dad, it presents 
the challenges and expectations of 
going to school and the significance 
of being a "good student."
Jun Sun, Heryin Art Team
32 pages | 26 × 19 cm
ISBN: 9786267057001

Blank Boy
留白少年
A Hong, a teenager who has failed 
the college entrance exam, loses 
his memor y in an accident. His 
soul wanders among different life 
forms, becoming a kapok tree, a big 
black dog, and a turtle dove. In this 
seemingly blank life, the boy finds 
a different angle from which to re-
examine his growth.
Ander Yeh
256 pages | 14.9 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789860697223
★	Rights	Sold:	German

The Mimi Series Gift Books
米米系列禮物書
The Mimi series resonates with 
the inner world of young children, 
transcending cultural and linguistic 
boundaries.
Yih-Fen Chou/ Chih-Yuan Chen, Heryin Art Team
256 pages | 20 × 20 cm
ISBN: 9789869181556
★	Rights	Sold:	English,	French,	Spanish,	Italian,	

Hebrew,	Finnish,	Danish,	Dutch,	Korean,	Thai,	
Simplified	Chinese

★	Adapted	into	a	cartoon(which	won	dozens	of	
international	animation	awards)

Traffic Jam
塞車
When a family hits traffic on the 
way home, the daughter sees some 
fascinating scener y: underwater 
elevators, pearl necklaces, and a 
whale policeman…
Shu-Fen Chen
32 pages | 18.5 × 26 cm
ISBN: 9789869439251
★	Rights	Sold:	Japanese,	Simplified	Chinese

Albert's First Flight
冬冬的第一次飛行
This  book depicts  the stor y  of 
A lbert ,  a  l i tt le  a lbatross ,  who, 
amidst setbacks and pressures, 
undergoes a journey from self-doubt 
to self-acceptance. For children 
encountering obstacles or facing 
challenges in their growth, Albert's 
exploration of f l ight is l ikely to 
resonate, evoking memories of their 
own first experiences.
Yih-Fen Chou/ Chin-Lung Huang
64 pages | 18.4 × 26 cm
ISBN: 9789869951371
★	Rights	 Sold:	 English,	 French,	 Simplified	

Chinese
★	Adapted	into	a	3D	animation	film

Mimi Goes Camping
米米去露營
Mimi Goes Camping is a delightful, 
imaginative picture book. It follows 
M i m i ’s  f i r st  c a m p i n g  j o u r n e y, 
introducing various animal friends, 
a magical giant, and a sun surprise. 
T h r o u g h  M i m i ' s  p e r s p e c t i v e , 
this book showcases emotional 
connections and shared adventures 
between father and daughter, letting 
young readers experience a family’s 
warmth and nature's marvels.
Yih-Fen Chou/ Chih-Yuan Chen, Heryin Art Team
36 pages | 20 × 20 cm
ISBN: 9789869279352
★ Adapted	into	a	2D	Animation	film

The Story of Grandma Snow 
Flower
雪英奶奶的故事
Around the year 1949, numerous 
y o u n g  l i v e s ,  m u c h  l i k e  t h e 
p r o t a g o n i s t  S n o w  F l o w e r , 
experienced the ravages of war and 
the painful separation from loved 
ones. Through Snow Flower's life, 
this book explores the identity of 
ordinar y people and the heart-
wrenching yearning they endure.
Yih-Fen Chou/ Wu-Mao
48 pages | 21 × 29.7 cm
ISBN: 9789869646017
★	Rights	Sold:	English,	Simplified	Chinese

The Musical
音樂劇
This story vividly portrays how the 
boy and his fellow cast and crew 
strive to achieve their dreams, while 
demonstrating their growth along 
the way. The lively illustrations pair 
perfectly with the text.
Bill Chen/ Jun Sun, Heryin Art Team
40 pages | 19 × 26 cm
ISBN: 9789866608919
★	Rights	Sold:	English,	Simplified	Chinese

The Road Not Taken
未行之路
Two roads diverged in a wood, and 
I… I took the one less traveled. From 
the perspective of a traveler, life is a 
journey of exploration, and, looking 
back, one can contemplate the 
various choices made along the way.
Robert Frost/ Hsiaoyen Huang
28 pages | 18.5 × 22.8 cm
ISBN: 9789860697209
★	Rights	Sold:	English

Children's Books

HERYIN BOOKS
和英出版社
Heryin publishes outstanding picture books for readers of all ages, 
providing reading experiences that are joyful and touching. We 
hope that at the heart of each book there is humanity and sympathy 
conveyed with words and artwork of the highest quality.

Rights Contact 

Bill Chen |Email: heryin@heryin.com
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Mama Bear Is Addicted to 
Cellphones
熊媽媽愛上了手機
Mama Bear can't take her eyes off her 
cellphone screen. Little Bear decides 
to take her back to all the places they 
have visited, hoping to stimulate 
memories of the good times. All of a 
sudden, they bump into a rock and 
fall into a river…
Ching Wang
40 pages | 19 × 26 cm
ISBN: 9789861616773

Penguins’ Concert
企鵝演奏會
The penguins are attracted to the 
music played by the conservationist's 
melodica. They steal the instrument 
and try to play some songs, but 
they end up accidentally breaking 
it. Eventually, the penguins line up 
like the black and white keys on 
a melodica and make sounds by 
patting their own bellies.
Yen-Lin Chen
48 pages | 25 × 25 cm
ISBN: 9789861616360
★	Rights	Sold:	Korean,	Simplified	Chinese

I Lost It
掉了
The little boy seems to lose things at 
school all the time—his cap, water 
bottle, and many other things. Could 
they be sneaking away when he’s 
paying them no attention? One day, 
he shouts excitedly, "I lost it!" His 
baby tooth has fallen out!
Slow Li
40 pages | 19 × 26 cm
ISBN: 9789861617152
★	Rights	Sold:	Simplified	Chinese

Miss Duck Looks for a Tenant
鴨子小姐找房客
Living by herself, the lonely Miss Duck 
decides to find a tenant. Several 
animals apply, but Frog makes a lot 
of noise, Piggy makes a mess, and 
Fox is too dangerous! At long last, 
along comes Mr. Duck…
Yun Yu
40 pages | 19 × 23 cm
ISBN: 9789861616674
★	Rights	Sold:	Simplified	Chinese

Whose Sock?
誰的襪子
A long sock has dropped to the 
ground floor of a condo where many 
animals live. A little cat visits each 
floor in search of the sock’s owner, 
but every animal has a foot with 
the wrong shape. Finally, when he 
notices a snake wearing a similar 
sock, he finds the answer!
Jun Sun
44 pages | 18 × 23 cm
ISBN: 9789861616230
★	Rights	 Sold:	 French,	 Korean,	 Simplified	

Chinese

Grandma’s House
阿嬤家
Grandma's house is so full of stuff: 
food, bottles, and clothes… It is hard 
for her to throw anything away. Then, 
one day, when she has to move 
house, she finally finds a way to keep 
only the most important things and 
precious memories.
Yi-Shan Weng
40 pages | 19 × 26 cm
ISBN: 9789861617145
★	Rights	Sold:	Simplified	Chinese

Guji Guji Is Missing
鴨子湖故事 --Guji-Guji 不見了
One day, Guji Guji is captured by a 
hunter and sold to a circus. However, 
he can’t perform any tricks, which 
makes the circus director very angry.
Luckily, his family finds the clue he 
leaves and rescues him and all the 
other animals from the circus.
Chih-Yuan Chen
56 pages | 24.5 × 30 cm
ISBN: 9789861616643
★	Rights	Sold:	Korean,	Simplified	Chinese

The King Is Ill
國王生病了
The king is not feeling well. The 
doctor says all he needs is exercise. 
T h e  k i n g  f o l l o w s  t h e  d o c t o r ’s 
prescribed exercise plan: hiking, 
horse riding, swimming… but only 
by watching. Needless to say, he’s 
not getting better, until—finally—he 
decides to train!
Ying-Rong Yang/ Ting-Lin Ke
32 pages | 20 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789861617213

Baby Loves Eating
寶寶喜歡吃
Look, animals are having meals! 
What does the baby like to eat? 
There’s milk ,  vegetables, fruits, 
and so much more. Let’s enjoy the 
journey of choosing foods and eating 
them!
Chin-Lun Lee
10 pages | 19 × 19 cm
ISBN: 9789861616063

Daddy and I
爸爸和我
Daddy, come here and play with 
me! I loved being with you, Daddy. 
Although you are no longer here, I 
still remember all the good times we 
spent together. Those times to me 
are like the red scarf you wore—soft, 
warm, and forever lasting.
Ya-Ling Chang
40 pages | 19 × 23 cm
ISBN: 9789861616766
★	Rights	Sold:	Simplified	Chinese

Children's Books

HSIN YI 
PUBLICATIONS
信誼基金出版社
The Hsin Yi Foundation was established in 1971 by the founder 
of Yuen Foong Yu Group, Mr. Chuan Ho, and his two sons. The 
Foundation’s initial goals included helping disadvantaged people and 
granting scholarships.

Rights Contact 

Serena Huang (Foreign Rights Specialist) |Email: neige@hsin-yi.org.tw
Arni Liu (Editor-in-Chef) |Email: arni@hsin-yi.org.tw
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The Food Is Good, the 
Weather Is Nice, What Have 
You Been Up To?
食時事
This is a book produced by artists. 
Their dynamic backgrounds reveal 
h i s t o r i e s ,  m e d i a  t e c h n i q u e s , 
aesthetics, methodologies, and 
personal experiences.
Yi-Pei Lee, Chuan-Lun Wu, Ting-Ting Cheng, Esther Yi-
Chun Lin, Che-Yu Hsu, Sera Yu-Wen Chen, Kuei-Pi Li, Pei-
Ying Lin, Wan-Yin Chen, Maria Wildeis , Anna Ehrenstein, 
Arne Schmitt, Dawid Liftinger, Evamaria Schaller, Kuo-
Wei Lin
Islandset
192 pages | 13 × 19 cm
ISBN: 9786269561858

Flying Kick, Ugly Crying, 
White Nose Hair: What I've 
Got After Starting an Indie 
Publisher
飛踢，醜哭，白鼻毛：
第一次開出版社就大賣（騙你的）
Comma Books, one of the leading 
Indie Publishers in Taiwan, is known 
for its creative marketing and the 
variety of its publications. Now, the 
man behind Comma Books shares 
this love-hate story of how a short 
guy struggles desperately to achieve 
his dream (and loves the process). 
A funny and sometimes tear-jerking 
read.
Sharky Chen
Comma Books
448 pages | 10.5 × 14.5 cm
ISBN: 9786269548606
★	Over	5,000	copies	sold

Getting Married Again
再結一次婚
Rui-Ming and Yu-Yan, former college 
a c q u a i n t a n c e s ,  o n c e  h a d  a n 
unnoticed and ambiguous affection 
for each other. Many years later, 
they cross paths again after their 
respective divorces and gradually 
find themselves re-immersed in this 
incomparable emotion. This title 
belongs to a BL manga series set 
against the backdrop of Taiwan's 
legalization of same-sex marriage.
Ai
Halfton Press
216 pages | 12.8 × 18.2 cm
ISBN: 9786269532551
★	Adapted	into	a	Radio	Drama

Your Mom's World
去你媽的世界
She gave birth to a daughter before 
she knew how to be healthy as a girl. 
From XS to XL, the rules of women’s 
existence are constantly fluctuating. 
Sometimes, she follows external 
thinking; at other times, she reflects 
upon her own conditions—layer 
by layer, the history of beauty is 
rewritten on her flesh.
Ni-Er Hao
Homeward Publishing
214 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9786269675739

Cherry Blossoms Afloat in 
the Port
港都櫻花紛飛時
A 21st-centur y Taiwanese girl is 
transported back in time to the era 
of Japanese colonial rule during 
WW2, where she develops a mutual 
affection with a Japanese man. Their 
relationship, however, is soon tested 
by the complex distinctions between 
colonizer and colonized, the threat of 
war, and conflicting interpretations 
of history.
Yuzi
Kiwi Creative
312 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9786269536092

Lessons from the Mountains
山教我的事
In this book, the author combines 
sketches, poetry, and prose in an 
intimate diary-like format to record 
his journeys into the mountains. 
His broad-ranging pen touches 
on everything: geography, history, 
ecolog y,  and culture,  br inging 
readers with him into the wilderness.
En-Min Shen
Guerrilla Publishing Co., Ltd
192 pages | 19 × 26 cm
ISBN: 9789869934701
★	Rights	Sold:	Mongolian(Nepko)
★	Over	4,000	copies	sold

My First Animals: in Chinese, 
English, Taiwanese, and 
Hakka
這隻是什麼？我的第一本動物識
字書
Through imaginative illustrations 
created by young artist Pao-Ju, this 
book teaches ABCs using animals. 
Al l  the introduced animals are 
accompanied by Mandarin, Hakka, 
and Taiwanese translations. An audio 
recording of the pronunciations of 
all names is also provided in each of 
these four languages.
Pao-Ju Chen
Initial Publish / Small Small Idea Co., Ltd.
78 pages | 19 × 26 cm
ISBN: 9786269668755

Calymmian
蓋層紀
Calymmian casts a reflective gaze 
upon Hong Kong between the years 
of 2014 and 2022. The narrator's 
rebellion and reconciliation with his 
Christian upbringing, his restlessness 
and ambivalence toward gay male 
culture, and his experiences with 
love all allude toward the ominous 
future of the city in which he lives 
and suffers.
Ni-Mi
Squirrel Culture Co., Ltd.
320 pages | 13 × 19 cm
ISBN: 9789869986885

The Notebooks of Poets
詩人手記
"Part I: The Last interview”; A night-
out interviewer, seeking intriguing 
souls, left behind the notebooks 
documenting what wanted to say 
but never had a chance to.
“Part II: Fog in Hand”; To trace the 
interviewer, he found the notebooks, 
however evoking feelings toward a 
departed person and the impossible 
pursuit.
Hsu-Sheng Hsieh
Dark Eyes Ltd.
244 pages | 13 × 19.8 cm
ISBN: 9789866359996

Lost in the Woods: A Journey 
of Gender Identity
擱淺在森林
Are there boundaries to gender? 
This book presents thirty letters 
to a departing lover alongside an 
exploration of gender found in a 
youth's diar y.  Amidst the long-
standing battle between physiology 
and psychology, the protagonist 
grows into a sensitive young man, 
seeking clues about his “self” while 
walking toward love.
Tso Chin
Anomaly Press
216 pages | 15 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789574375608

Fiction

INDIE PUBLISHERS 
ASSOCIATION OF 
TAIWAN
獨立出版聯盟
The Independent Publishers Association was established in 2015. 
It focuses on promoting the culture of independent publishing and 
reading, encouraging more communication between independent 
publishers, evoking more love for reading among readers, and 
injecting more imagination into the Taiwanese publishing market.

Rights Contact 

Email: indiepub2015@gmail.com

2021
Golden
Tripod
Awards
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Survival Expert 
(10 Volumes)
生存高手（全 10冊）
N a t u r e  i s  w o n d e r f u l ,  b u t  i t  i s 
also mysterious and sometimes 
dangerous. In order to survive, wild 
animals have developed an endless 
var iety  of  unique ski l ls .  These 
amazing traits make the competition 
between animals exceptionally 
exciting. Brilliant pictures in the book 
help readers to immerse themselves 
in a bounty of information.
Little Newton Team
56 pages | 21 × 22 cm
ISBN: 9789579250139
★	Rights	Sold:	Simplified	Chinese,	Traditional	

Chinese(Hongkong)

Inventions That Changed 
the World (8 Volumes)
改變世界的大發明（全 8冊）
With 80 major historical inventions, 
knowledge is transmitted through 
rich scientific pictures and diagrams. 
Children can operate and experiment 
with their  own hands,  learning 
how to explore the world with the 
same methods as scientists. Just 
like STEAM’s original spirit, it fosters 
creativity  and problem-solving 
abilities.
Little Newton Team
88 pages | 18.5 × 23.5 cm
ISBN: 9786267190166
★	Rights	Sold:	Simplified	Chinese

Little Newton Kids Books 
STEAM Series (60 Volumes)
小牛頓幼兒館 STEAM系列
Structured around the six main 
themes of animals, plants, human 
b o d y  h ea l t h ,  e co l o g y  a n d  t h e 
e n v i ro n m e n t ,  l i fe  s c i e n ce  a n d 
technology, machinery, and tools, 
each volume is written in the spirit of 
STEAM, with the intention of training 
young scientists.
Little Newton Team
36 pages | 21 × 25 cm
ISBN: 9789579250894
★	Rights	Sold:	Simplified	Chinese

Wow! So It Is (10 Volumes)
WOW原來是這樣（全 10冊）
Children are always curious about 
the things around them, and this 
series proposes many questions in 
disparate fields such as animals, 
plants, earth, life, body, and space. 
It offers imaginative and interesting 
answers, with detailed explanations 
that inspire children's curiosity and 
promote the acquisition of scientific 
concepts.
Little Newton Team
56 pages | 22.6 × 24 cm
ISBN: 9789865539962
★	Rights	Sold:	Simplified	Chinese,	Vietnamese
★	Adapted	 into	 an	Online	 Science	Course	

(Chinese)

Play & Learn Series 
(7 Volumes)
Play	&	Learn 系列	（全 7冊）
These science books are also a 
collection of games. Younger children 
need not be compelled by mom 
and dad to study the knowledge 
contents. Instead, children may first 
simply play the games, and then 
learn the knowledge when they get a 
little older.
Little Newton Team
48 pages | 21 × 29.7 cm
ISBN: 9789579250665
★	Rights	Sold:	Simplified	Chinese

New Little Newton for Kids 
and Toddlers (65 Volumes)
新小小牛頓系列（全 65冊）
Combining the concept of joyful 
learning with the trend of digital 
reading, each issue includes graphic 
books,  multimedia videos,  and 
e-books, targeting children's growth 
and learning characteristics. We hope 
to let children learn joyfully and grow 
up healthily.
Little Newton Team
48 pages | 21 × 29.7 cm
ISBN: 23114452
★	Rights	Sold:	Simplified	Chinese

Cool Technology
 (10 Volumes)
圖解酷科技（全 10冊）
This series of illustrated popular 
science books guides chi ldren 
toward obtaining an understanding 
of science and technology. Cutting-
edge science contents are visualized 
and turned into easy-to-comprehend 
pieces of scientif ic knowledge, 
enhancing children's interest in 
science.
Little Newton Team
72 pages | 18.5 × 26 cm
ISBN: 9789579250108
★	Rights	Sold:	Simplified	Chinese

Little Newton Science 
Museum (60 Volumes)
小牛頓科學館（全 60冊）
"Little Newton Science Museum" is 
the best original children's science 
reading ser ies  in  the  Chinese -
speaking world,  accompanying 
reade rs  on a  joyfu l  jou rne y  of 
learning and providing scientific 
insights, methods, and directions, 
allowing children to make their own 
ways along the path of science.
Little Newton Team
64 pages | 21 × 27.5 cm
ISBN: 9789579250870
★	Rights	Sold:	Simplified	Chinese

Fun Logical Training Books
(7 Volumes)
趣味邏輯思維訓練（全 7冊）
Through the repeated playing of 
games, children can practice and 
enhance their  basic  abi l i t ies —
observation, cognition, mathematics, 
and logical thinking—that lay a solid 
foundation for all future learning. 
Readers can play amusing games 
and derive accomplishment from the 
interesting questions and answers; 
this perfect balance makes children 
enjoy learning.
Little Newton Team
84 pages | 21 × 29.7 cm
ISBN: 9789579250436
★	Rights	Sold:	Simplified	Chinese

The Science in the Stories 
(4 Volumes)
故事中的科學系列（全 4冊）
This  ser ies  consists  of  4  t i t les, 
including fair y tales, myths and 
legends, and fables. These lively 
and interesting stories stimulate 
children’s reading motivation with 
engaging illustrations, humorous 
dialogues, and easy-to-understand 
text. Through these methods, we 
vividly explain scientific principles to 
all readers.
Little Newton Team
64 pages | 18.8 × 26 cm
ISBN: 9789579250498
★	Rights	Sold:	Simplified	Chinese,	Traditional	

Chinese(Hongkong)

Children's Books

LITTLE NEWTON 
SCIENCE EDUCATION 
COMPANY LTD.
小牛頓科學教育有限公司
Little Newton is one of the leading children and science publishing 
companies in Taiwan. It all began with the publication of “Newton 
Magazine” in 1983, “Little Newton Magazine” in 1984, and “Little 
Newton for Kids and Toddlers” in 1990. Since then, we have created 
over 1,000 best seller publications.

In 2003, we released our titles in Mainland China via copyright 
licensing. They have since been loved by many children, parents, and 
teachers, and Little Newton is acknowledged as an important brand 
for children's publications in China. 

Now, we will expand from paper books and eBooks to online courses, 
and from the Chinese-speaking world to worldwide.

Rights Contact 

 Yung-Hsin Kao |Email: kaoaaaa@enewton.com.tw
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Mou-Ji and the Sun
牟吉
Mou-ji is a boy with extraordinary 
powers. He defeats the Gods of 
the Wind and Thunder, who came 
to challenge him. Next, he starts 
chasing the sun, who mocks and 
despises him. The sun becomes 
exhausted and weak from the chase. 
All of a sudden, a monster emerges 
from the darkness, preparing to 
swallow the world…
Chiaos Tseng, Wendy Yeh/ Chiaos Tseng
72 pages | 21 × 28 cm
ISBN: 9789865549435

Yan 1-3
閻鐵花	1-3
Yan Tieh-Hua, a 15-year-old girl, was 
the only survivor of the Yan family 
murders. Now, thirty years later, a 
woman who claims to herself be Yan 
Tieh-Hua begins a series of revenges.
Chang Sheng
Dala Publishing Company
1052 pages | 18 × 26 cm
ISBN: 9991111125076
★	Rights	Sold:	Italian,	French
★	Television	&	Film	Rights	Sold

The Short Elegy
小輓：阿尼默漫畫集
An elegy is a song or poem lamenting 
the deceased. In each loss there is 
a gain, just as in every gain there is 
a loss. This adage is underscored 
in the book's three short stories—
Dry River, House Mosquito, and The 
Ribbon—each of which offers fleeting 
glimpses of death.
Animo Chen
304 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 9789865406226
★	Rights	Sold:	Spanish,	Italian

Aho
阿河
This book is about a hippo named 
Aho, who explores the city, and a boy 
who hardly ever leaves his room. The 
two of them embark on an adventure 
through the woods in search of 
treasure.
Ahn Zhe
64 pages | 21.55 × 25 cm
ISBN: 9789862139844

Local Heroes: Taiwan New 
Wave Cinema 1&2
潮浪群雄 1&2
In 1980, 28-year-old Wu Nien-Jen 
joins the Central Motion Picture 
Company. Meanwhile, student and 
writer Hsiao Ye, 29, seeks payment for 
a submission and ends up working 
with Wu Nien-Jen. Both are creative 
and full of idealism about Taiwan 
and cinema; what change can they 
ignite in this stiff and conservative 
organization?
Sean Chuang
Dala Publishing Company
340 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 9786269578030, 9786269717279

Love Letter
情批
T h i s  i s  a n  i l l u st rate d  p o e m  i n 
Taiwanese. The first three landscapes 
of the book can be connected to 
form a panorama of forests, log 
ponds, railroad tracks, paper mills, 
and old printing presses.  I t ’s  a 
confession of love to the author’s 
mother language, to trees, books, 
and the entire process of book-
making.
Animo Chen
60 pages | 21 × 28 cm
ISBN: 9789865549169
★	Rights	Sold:	Spanish

Warrior Panther 1+2
戰士黑豹 1+2
This is Chen Uen's first long-form 
work, and it caused a sensation in 
Taiwan's comics world. The premise 
of Warrior Panther  is  simple:  in 
a distant galaxy, ruled by a dark 
empire, a warrior-sage, seeking 
a successor, trains an Earthling 
to become Warrior Panther. This 
always-engaging story incorporates 
numerous significant Taiwanese 
landmarks and outlying islands.
Chen Uen
Dala Publishing Company
352 pages | 21 × 29.7 cm
ISBN: 9991110325026

Superhero Kids
超級沒用的大人
Dear children, forgive these useless 
grownups—they're just kids in older 
bodies! After all, it's hard growing up, 
and inside every adult, there's still a 
kid who won't mature!
Jimmy Liao
112 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 9786267206614
★	Rights	Sold:	Simplified	Chinese

Four in Love
四天
What is love, ideally, for you? Is it a 
red string, with someone waiting at 
the other end? Or maybe it’s like a 
neon lamp late at night—a fantasy? 
Perhaps it’s the online world, so close 
yet so distant? Crystal Kung uses the 
colors of joy, haze, heartbreak, and 
relief to illustrate love and to portray 
those searching for it.
Crystal Kung
Dala Publishing Company
144 pages | 20 × 20 cm
ISBN: 9789869855761
★	Rights	Sold:	French,	Italian	Electronic	Version

Somewhere
Somewhere	好地方
Deep in the blue sea, a diver is 
exploring a city. Everything looks 
normal. The bus is waiting for a 
green light, and the driveways are 
packed with cars. But where did all 
the people go? 
This story depicts the intimate bond 
between humans and animals, while 
gently addressing the serious issue 
of climate change.
Egretllu
48 pages | 23 × 17 cm
ISBN: 9786267118337
★	Rights	Sold:	Korean,	Turkish

Picture Book

LOCUS PUBLISHING 
COMPANY
大塊文化出版股份有限公司
Locus Publishing Company is a Taiwanese publisher focusing on 
business, true stories (including memoirs, biographies, travelogues, 
etc.), self-help, illustrated books, fiction, young adult, history, 
philosophy, health, as well as daily inspirations and light literature 
designed for female readers.

Rights Contact 

Vinelle Pan |Email: vinelle@locuspublishing.com
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Transformation, 
Intertwinement, and 
Innovation
轉化、交織與再創造
This book is about the dynamic 
process of Tayal, Truku, and Seediq 
interactions with an external society. 
It explores cultural concepts in a 
historical context, while examining 
the transformation of local cultures 
under the influence of colonization, 
a centralizing state, capitalism, and 
world religions.
Mei-Hsia Wang
552 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789863507093

Constructing Legal Science 
in Taiwan
建構台灣法學
T h i s  b o o k  l i n k s  j u r i s t s ,  l e g a l 
d i s co u r s e s ,  a n d  p o l i t i c a l  a n d 
social contexts to describe how 
the knowledge of legal science in 
Europe, the United States, Japan, 
and China has shaped the field of 
legal science in Taiwan, which has 
experienced colonial, authoritarian, 
and democratic regimes from the 
late 19th century to the present day.
Tay-Sheng Wang
696 pages | 15 × 23 cm
ISBN: 9789863506324

Psychology: An Integration 
of Body, Mind, and Culture
心理學：身體心靈與文化的整合
This book is a Chinese-language 
introductory psychology textbook 
designed for Chinese students. 
It integrates research on Chinese 
s o c i e t y  a n d  c u l t u r e ,  a l l o w i n g 
readers to understand international 
psychology and appreciate local 
contributions, thereby merging 
psychology with culture.
Keng-Chen Liang, Tai-Li Chou (eds.)
668 pages | 19 × 26 cm
ISBN: 9789863507352

The Literary World of 
Joseph de Prémare
馬若瑟的文學世界
Joseph de Prémare was a French 
Jesuit, who came to China during the 
reign of Emperor Kangxi. This book 
explores in depth the argument and 
theme of his works, detailing how 
Prémare enlisted “Jesuit Figurism” to 
structure his ideas.
Sher-Shiueh Li
264 pages | 15 × 23 cm
ISBN: 9789863506690

Picturing the Modern Body
現代身體的再現
This book focuses on the expressive 
techniques of movement culture in 
19th century Western art, analyzing 
the shape and significance of the 
“modern body.” Visual art reflects the 
people’s physical and mental health, 
conveying self-identity, gender, class, 
and nationalism.
Shao-Chien Tseng
280 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 9789863506065

Holiness in Ordinariness
即凡見聖：唐君毅人學論
T h i s  b o o k  p r o v i d e s  a  n e w 
i n te r p retat i o n  o f  Ta n g  J u n y i 's 
ideas,  addressing his response 
t o  m a t e r i a l i s m  a n d  e x p l o r i n g 
his philosophical vision, cultural 
theory, and self-cultivation. It offers 
an understanding of his thoughts 
and confirms the contemporar y 
significance of Neo-Confucianism.
King-Pong Chiu
352 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789863507130

Principles of Genetic 
Epidemiology
遺傳流行病學原理
T h i s  b o o k ,  w h i c h  b eg i n s  w i t h 
M e n d e l ’s  l a w s  o f  i n h e r i ta n ce , 
introduces readers to quantitative 
genetics, attributable risk ratio, 
family studies, twin studies and 
s e g r e g a t i o n  a n a l y s i s ,  l i n k a g e 
analysis, identification of genetic 
variations and association analysis, 
and also includes discussion on 
multiple gene risk scores, Mendelian 
randomization, gene-environment 
interactions, pharmacogenomics, 
and other topics.
Wei-Jen Chen
424 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 9789863506461

Taiwan's Television Culture 
in the Era of Chinese 
Hegemony
台流．華影
Many of  Taiwan’s  most  famous 
television dramas, from "Meteor 
G a rd e n "  to  " T h e  M a k i n g  o f  a n 
Ordinary Woman," are major works 
in East Asia's collective pop culture. 
This book explores how gender 
representat ion in  these shows 
intersects with national politics, 
China, and global capital, negotiating 
Chinese and Taiwanese identities 
within the realms of love, intimacy, 
and compassionate politics.
Fang-Chih Irene Yang
360 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789863507390

Taiwan Literature, English 
Translation Series, No. 50
台灣文學英譯叢刊（No.	50）
D u r i n g  t h e  e a r l y  sta g e s  o f  i t s 
d e v e l o p m e n t ,  Ta i w a n ’s  N e w 
Literature was intimately connected 
with realism, and 2022 is the one-
hundredth anniversary of fiction 
writing in Taiwan. In this special 
i s s u e ,  w e  o n ce  a ga i n  i d e n t i f y 
and then trace the pathways and 
objectives of Taiwan’s writer apostles 
over the past one-hundred years.
Kuo-Ch'ing Tu, Terence Russell (eds.)
272 pages | 14 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789863506737

Wu Lien-Teh Revisited
伍連德新論
This book focuses on how and why 
Wu Lien-Teh (1879-1960) recruited 
a group of talented Southeast Asian 
people to China; how he laid the 
foundation for modern China's 
medical and public health system; 
and how he introduced Chinese 
medicine,  histor y,  society,  and 
civilization to the Western world.
Sin-Kiong Wong
456 pages | 15 × 23 cm
ISBN: 9789863507109

Non-fiction

NATIONAL TAIWAN 
UNIVERSITY PRESS
國立臺灣大學出版中心
NTU Press is dedicated to printing books that have undergone 
thorough evaluation. By using the university's contribution to 
scholarship as the strictest yardstick, NTU Press provides a platform 
that gives researchers the recognition they deserve. Over its 20-year 
history, NTU press has invited scholars and experts to edit or compile 
a wide range of distinctive books. Chief among these are the National 
Taiwan University and Harvard Yenching Institute Academic Book 
Series and the Taiwan Studies Series. In recent years, NTU Press 
has actively expanded its global marketing channels in cooperation 
with local and foreign companies to facilitate reader access to its 
publications.

Rights Contact 

Wei-Han Yvonne Chen |Email: weihan@ntu.edu.tw
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The Right Way to Practice 
Exorcism
除靈的正確方式
Having the ability to see ghosts is a 
trouble. But, for Yi Quanyu, the bigger 
problem is his body’s susceptibility 
to possession by perverted spirits, 
who want to take advantage of his 
vulnerability to satisfy their lustful 
desires.
Cao Zi Xin/ Xiao Hei Bao
336 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789864941919

Listen to My Heart 2
今志異之莫逆於心	2
A i  M o  X i n  ca n  u n d e r sta n d  t h e 
language of ghosts and helps them 
communicate with people. One 
day, a distressed Ai Mo Xin learns 
of his upcoming arranged marriage 
to a male demon. Simultaneously, 
a python demon named Jiang Li 
appears. Jiang Li guards Ai Mo Xin, 
secretly hoping for the day Ai Mo Xin 
promises to be with him.
Shi Wu/ Ooi Choon Liang
272 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789864942091
★ Rights	Sold:	Thai

The Wizard
巫者
An ex-cop turns to an 18-year-old 
killer for help in solving a bizarre 
murder case. The young convict 
possesses special abilities and has 
access to dark secrets that may 
connect past tragedies.
Shi Wu/ Uri
320 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789864941681
★	Rights	 Sold:	 Thai,	 Vietnamese,	 Korean,	

Japanese, English(US)

Paper Puppy
今志異之紙人堂
Family rejection hurts. Gu Huai Zhen 
wants to feel love, but thus far he has 
only given it. Seeking refuge from his 
sister's ghost, he visits a mysterious 
paper shop and meets enigmatic 
Shih Ming. With his aid, he delves 
into his family's past and finds love in 
unexpected places.
Shi Wu/ Ooi Choon Liang
320 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789864940875
★	Rights	Sold:	Thai

Listen to My Heart 3
今志異之莫逆於心	3
A i  M o  X i n  ca n  u n d e r sta n d  t h e 
language of ghosts and helps them 
communicate with people. One 
day, a distressed Ai Mo Xin learns 
of his upcoming arranged marriage 
to a male demon. Simultaneously, 
a python demon named Jiang Li 
appears. Jiang Li guards Ai Mo Xin, 
secretly hoping for the day Ai Mo Xin 
promises to be with him.
Shi Wu/ Ooi Choon Liang
272 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789864944095
★	Rights	Sold:	Thai

The Wizards on Savile Row
薩維爾的魔法師
Unlock the secrets of Saville Row’s 
magic with a mysterious magician. 
When Phoenix Brigman loses his last 
relative and begins running a small 
tailor shop, he meets the enigmatic 
Arthur Jones, who eludes his MI6 
monitors. Arthur becomes a special 
customer and brings new hope to 
Phoenix.
Shi Wu/ Yoco
320 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789864942145
★	Rights	Sold:	Thai

Listen to My Heart 1
今志異之莫逆於心	1
A i  M o  X i n  ca n  u n d e r sta n d  t h e 
language of ghosts and helps them 
communicate with people. One 
day, a distressed Ai Mo Xin learns 
of his upcoming arranged marriage 
to a male demon. Simultaneously, 
a python demon named Jiang Li 
appears. Jiang Li guards Ai Mo Xin, 
secretly hoping for the day Ai Mo Xin 
promises to be with him.
Shi Wu/ Ooi Choon Liang
336 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789864941513
★	Rights	Sold:	Thai
★	Rights	sold	 for	audiobooks,	TV,	and	comic	

adaptations

NingAn Community
今志異之寧安社區管理室
Seeking supernatural aid? NingAn’s 
admin, Yeh Lo, helps only ghosts. So, 
beware of his enigmatic cohabitant, 
MengYu. The two men are bound 
by fate to form an unbreakable, 
othe r wor ldly  b ond;  the i rs  i s  a 
captivating, supernatural tale.
Shi Wu/ Ooi Choon Liang
352 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789864940608
★	Rights	Sold:	Thai

Chen Xiang
沈香
When a murder case brings together 
a police officer and a fox fairy named 
Su Chang Le, the two entities form 
an unexpected bond. Su Chang Le 
opens a coffee shop and helps the 
police officer investigate the case, 
which leads them to a mysterious 
child disappearance and a thousand-
year-old secret.
Shi Wu/ Ou La
304 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789864941391

The Eye 1
示見之眼	1
Follow the journey of Lu Yi Yang, a 
master’s degree student entering 
adult  l i fe ,  as  he gains courage 
and kindness,  becoming in the 
p r o c e s s  a  m a t u r e  m a n .  W i t h 
different characters describing their 
experiences, the book’s simple plot 
is easy to understand, leading the 
reader toward its satisfying ending. 
There is no need for a prior familiarity 
with any related series to enjoy this 
exciting adventure.
Shi Wu/ Yoco
320 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789864942657

Fiction

REVEBOOKS CO., LTD/ 
PINSIN PUBLISHER
欣燦連股份有限公司	/	平心出版
Revebooks Co., ltd, established in 2011, operates the "Chilin Culture" 
and "Pin Sin Publisher" imprints. Chilin Culture publishes three to 
five high-quality romantic and light novels monthly and has licensed 
Korean novels, such as Solo Leveling. Pin Sin Publisher publishes BL 
novels and comics in Chinese, Korean, Thai, and English, releasing five 
to eight titles monthly. It licenses Korean webtoons and storyboards 
independently, with works such as Painter of the Night and BJ Alex.

Rights Contact 

Sandy Lin (JS Agency Co., Ltd) |Email: info@jsagencytw.com
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The Giant Is Coming
嘰哩咕嚕碰
This is a story told in a magical and 
humorous style about a serious 
issue—air pollution. Its follow-up 
book, published in 2021, discusses 
the problem of shrinking habitats.
Yi-Chin Huang
Light Press
48 pages | 25 × 25 cm
ISBN: 9789579077019
★	Rights	Sold:	Simplified	Chinese

Bear with Me
我的守護熊
Everyone in class but me already got 
a partner, so the teacher assigned 
me a special one—the big bear. 
At first, I was annoyed by the bear 
because it followed me everywhere. 
It wasn’t until I got into trouble that 
I realized how sincere and warm its 
company was.
Josef Lee
Light Press
56 pages | 21 × 25 cm
ISBN: 9789579077897

Bunny the Secret Keeper
秘密小兔
Bunny is  dedicated to keeping 
secrets, especially those of his best 
friend, Mei. One day, however, after 
listening to another of Mei’s secrets, 
Bunny feels he’s had enough and 
decides to shut his ears to secrets. 
It's a story about friendship, keeping 
secrets, and knowing when to share 
your troubles with others.
Yo-Yu Chang/ Meng-Yun Chiang
Light Press
128 pages | 18 × 25.6 cm
ISBN: 9789865517519
★	Rights	Sold:	Korean

When Halbook Talks
當哈普書開始說話
My Halbook talked to me. At first, it 
was just some insignificant murmur 
that kept me company. Later, it 
became so loud that I  couldn’t 
sleep at night. I began to feel that I 
was only alive when I was hearing 
that voice,  but then one day it 
disappeared!
Gamtropy, Wei-Hsuan Sun/ Tze-Yu Yeh
48 pages | 20 × 20 cm
ISBN: 9789571097381

Dear Sister
親愛的姊姊
I’m Sweetie, a white Maltese. I got 
separated from my mommy not long 
after I was born, but luckily I met 
my human sister. We spent every 
day together until she left home 
for college. Now, I’m going to leave 
this world. Dear sister, I want you to 
know…
Kitty Lee/ Chieh-Wen Cheng
Light Press
48 pages | 21 × 25 cm
ISBN: 9789579077361

Visiting the Uterus
來去子宮！青春期初經寶典
Do you have your first period? This 
book aims to promote the idea that 
menstruation should be something 
normal to talk about, just like other 
bodily functions. It contains all you 
need to know about periods, with 
lovely characters created by comic 
artist Han-Ling Chen.
GoMond/ Han-Ling Chen
168 pages | 14.5 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9786263169241

My Two Mommies
我有兩個媽媽
Is it weird to have two moms in one 
family? This title is Taiwan's first 
children’s picture book to discuss 
a same-sex family. Through the 
story, children learn about different 
household types and the importance 
of respect and understanding.
Yu-Hao Liu/ Tsung-Yu Liu
Light Press
56 pages | 21 × 29 cm
ISBN: 9789865517380

Mother Article
母親記事
A diary recording the sweet and 
bitter moments of parenting by two 
generations of mothers. The birth 
of a child is also the beginning of 
a mother's second stage of life. It’s 
a magical journey, where ever y 
little step the child takes marks a 
milestone for the mother.
Lian-En Lin
48 pages | 21 × 26 cm
ISBN: 9789571096827

Peace, Will You Play with 
Me?
我們一起玩好嗎？
This book was inspired by Trump’s 
2016 proposal to build a wall along 
the U.S.-Mexico boarder. In the story, 
the wall represents war and the little 
boy symbolizes peace. See how 
an accident, a kind greeting, and a 
fearless heart change everything and 
bring peace to all!
Josef Lee, Chi-Hung Wu/ Josef Lee
Light Press
56 pages | 21 × 25 cm
ISBN: 9789579077422
★	Rights	Sold:	Korean

What's It Like Growing Up?
長大是什麼樣子
What happens when I grow up? 
Where will the smaller me go? Will 
I become big, strange, or different? 
Will I still be afraid of things? With 
lively illustrations, this book depicts 
every child’s most honest questions 
about growing up.
Yi-Ting Wu
Light Press
56 pages | 21 × 25 cm
ISBN: 9789579077187
★	Rights	Sold:	Simplified	Chinese,	Korean,	

Vietnamese

Others

SHARP POINT PRESS
尖端出版
Since its establishment in 1982, Sharp Point Publishing (SPP) has 
been at the forefront of the evolving desires of young readers and has 
continuously developed publishing niches to meet their tastes and 
demands. SPP shall advance into the global Chinese teen-reading 
market, providing its customers with a wide selection of pleasurable 
reading materials.

Rights Contact 

Edwina Liang |Email: mei_liang@mail2.spp.com.tw
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Console, 2073
2073 年的電子遊戲
In 2073, humans introduced DR 
technology, combining virtual reality 
and dreams. J, a game engineer, 
enters a world and meets Saya, 
but he can’t distinguish between 
reality and virtuality, and neither 
does he understand the bug in 
Saya’s program. This comic revolves 
around video games and love, with 
a fantastical adventure presented in 
the style of Haruki Murakami.
Morning Anxiety
268 pages | 12.8 × 18.8 cm
ISBN: 9786269649327
★	Rights	Sold:	French,	Italian

Son of Formosa 1-4
來自清水的孩子 1-4
This book tells the true stor y of 
Tsai Kun-Lin,  born in Qingshui, 
Ta i c h u n g ,  i n  1 9 3 0 ,  a s  h e  l i v e s 
through the final years of Japanese 
rule and the subsequent arrival of 
the Kuomintang. Tsai finds himself 
sentenced to ten years imprisonment 
fo r  “ m e m b e r s h i p  o f  a n  i l l ega l 
organization” after attending a high 
school book club.
Pei-Yun Yu/ Jian-Xin Zhou
687 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 9789860697339
★	Rights	 Sold:	 Japanese,	 French,	 Arabic,	

German, English, Korean

Mayfly Island
蜉蝣之島
I n  t h e  n e a r  f u t u r e ,  w h e n  t h e 
ecosystems on Earth are collapsing, 
the only paradise, Mayfly Island, is 
considered a bad omen. In this age 
of apocalypse, how will people treat 
the continuation of life?
Shang-Chiao Li/ Evergreen Yeh
160 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 9789869857321
★	Rights	Sold:	Italian
★	Scheduled	for	an	animated	movie	adaptation

Myanmar: The Last Stand
緬甸，最後一搏
This book portrays Burma's struggle 
for democracy through a series 
of non-fiction and fiction comics, 
with strong and dynamic character 
illustrations from Leung Kwong-
Shing's pencil drawings. The book 
aims to transcend borders and raise 
awareness of the ongoing struggle 
for democracy and human rights in 
Myanmar.
Frédéric Debomy/ Kwong-Shing Lau
112 pages | 18.2 × 25.7 cm
ISBN: 9786269649341

Super Supermarket
Super	Supermarket
When socializing, walks in the park, 
and shopping become things of the 
past, this book—a typical Pam-Pam-
style black comedy with a blend 
of laughter and the absurd—raises 
questions about finding a way out.
Pam Pam Liu
128 pages | 15 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789860697377

Letters from Taipei
臺北來信
A letter from Taipei awakens the 
memory of a past; this book tells the 
life story of an ordinary old lady from 
a small town in China.
Fish Wu
176 pages | 16 × 23 cm
ISBN: 9789869857352
★	Rights	Sold:	German,	French

OT Diary
OT相談室
A comic about how to live an oddly 
beautiful life when facing disability. 
This collection of short stories by 
an occupational therapist guides us 
in redefining our concept of “well-
being.”
Elainee
162 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 9789869509077

Good Friend, Cancer
癌症好朋友
Pam Pam Liu’s diar y of a family 
member with cancer reveals the 
complex emotions between mother 
and daughter. The work resonates 
strongly in Taiwan, where more than 
80,000 people suffer from cancer 
every year.
Pam Pam Liu
184 pages | 15 × 15 cm
ISBN: 9789869509053

Factory
工廠
In  the  1990s ,  many Taiwanese 
businesses relocated to China for the 
cheaper labor; the factories left, but 
the workers stayed. Behind <Made 
in Taiwan>, were not only economic 
policies and international capital but 
also a few million people (who made 
the products that you bought).
Yu-Chi Yang
28 pages | 18 × 26 cm
ISBN: 9789881255532

A Trip to Asylum
瘋人院之旅（再版）
What is life like inside a modern 
residential psychiatric facility? Pam 
Pam Liu’s graphic novel, A Trip to the 
Asylum, peels away the stereotypes 
to reveal the inner lives of psychiatric 
patients and the painful realities 
each person grapples with while 
undergoing in-patient treatment.
Pam Pam Liu
336 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 9789869857376
★	Rights	Sold:	French

Non-fiction

SLOWORK 
PUBLISHING
慢工出版社
Slowork Publishing produces original graphic novels with a strong 
commitment to cultural diversity and to truth. Working closely with 
illustrators and authors from all over Asia, the publisher continues to 
find a pictorial narrative style unique and specific to this part of the 
world.

Rights Contact 

Pei-Shang Huang |Email: peishan_huang@sloworkpublishing.com
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More Than a House
不只是房子：
社會住宅城市生活新關係
What is the status of social housing 
in Taiwan? This book shows Taipei 
residents navigating life amidst 
environmental and social hurdles. 
The author makes compelling use 
of inter views to showcase both 
achievements and shortcomings, 
illustrating the parallels with East 
Asian and European nations and 
engaging with Taiwan's present, 
while envisioning future possibilities.
Bo-Hong Liu
Rive Gauche
346 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 9786269505166

Taiwan's Calendar of Law
臺灣法曆：法律歷史上的今天
What legal events in Taiwan have 
changed lives, shaken the past, and 
shaped the future? History invites us 
to reflect, and law guides us forward. 
Open the legal calendar—let us 
travel through history and return to 
its most pivotal moments.
Plain Law Movement
The Commercial Press
272 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789570532456

Refuse to Be Forgotten
拒絕被遺忘的聲音：
RCA工殤口述史
In 1983, a congressman exposed 
the Radio Company of America's 
toxic waste dumping in Taoyuan, 
Taiwan, revealing how neglecting 
employees' health in the name of 
increased profits had caused years 
of suffering. This book chronicles 
the RCA workers' stories and their 
legal battles assisted by the Workers' 
Injury Association.
Taiwan Association for Victims of Occupational Injuries
Flâneur Culture Lab
352 pages | 18.4 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789868965249

When Labor Hires Capital
勞動僱用資本
To free labor from capital's grip, the 
author contends that enterprises 
must shift from their current status 
as minority-control led entit ies 
a n d  i n stea d  e m b ra ce  a  l a b o r-
based model of joint ownership, 
which empowers workers to shape 
decisions and distributions, foster 
cooperative business cultures, and 
meet wider societal needs; this, the 
author believes, is the essence of 
"economic democracy."
Jing-Shu Hong, Feng-Yi Chang
Society Rebuilding - Taiwan Labor Front.
240 pages | 14.5 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789868870741

Radical 1949
激進 1949：白色恐怖郵電案紀實
T h i s  b o o k  e x a m i n e s  t h e 
available historical sources and 
interviews numerous postal and 
telecommunication workers, who 
found themselves victims of the 
White Terror in Taiwan. It resurrects 
their Wild Grass publication, delving 
into their dissent and highlighting 
their fervent resistance. This book 
makes known some of the lesser-
discussed truths of Taiwan's White 
Te r r o r  a n d  c o n t e m p l a t e s  t h e 
contemporary issue of transitional 
justice.
Po-Chien Chen
Horizon
416 pages | 16.8 × 21.5 cm
ISBN: 9786269586691

Our Stories: Migration and 
Labor in Taiwan
我們：移動與勞動的生命記事
This book faithfully documents 
and presents the stories of Filipino 
migrant workers in Taiwan. Author 
Yu-Ling Ku, deeply engaged in the 
labor movement ,  has obser ved 
laborers and migrants for over 15 
years. The book, which showcases 
many vivid lives, is skillfully narrated 
with balanced emotion and was a 
deserved Literary Annuity award 
winner at the 9th Taipei Literary 
Awards.
Yu-Ling Ku
INK Literary Monthly Publishing
344 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789866631221

Anti-Forced Eviction Handbook
反迫遷手冊
Fo c u s i n g  o n  f i v e  i n st i t u t i o n a l 
factors—land expropriation, urban 
rezoning, urban renewal, informal 
settlements, and homelessness—
this  book explores  the issues’ 
origins while offering proactive 
and implementable solutions. With 
essential  information and self-
defense strategies, it empowers 
those involved in  re locat ions , 
whether they be evictees, social 
workers, system researchers, or the 
general public.
Yi-Chia Yu, Taiwan Association of Human Rights, 
Alliance of Anti-Forced Eviction
New Sharing Culture
128 pages | 19 × 26 cm
ISBN: 9789869476201

The Difficulty of Slaughter
殺戮的艱難
Since Minister Wang Qingfeng's 
resignation, the debate over Taiwan’s 
u s e  o f  t h e  d e a t h  p e n a l t y  h a s 
only intensified. Through author-
conducted interviews, hidden stories 
of death row executions emerge, 
revealing Taiwan's judicial flaws. This 
book provokes deep contemplations 
of the deployment of violence in the 
name of societal control, offering 
diverse perspectives on life's value.
Chuan-Fen Chang
Flâneur Culture Lab
272pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789868658165

Port of Lies
八尺門的辯護人
In Keelung's Bachimen, in the North 
of Taiwan, an Ami captain's family is 
slain, and an Indonesian fisherman 
is implicated. The Ami tribe defense 
co u n s e l  r e t u r n s  h o m e ,  fa c i n g 
hostile villagers. Working against a 
deadline, the defense counsel needs 
to collaborate with an Indonesian 
ca reg i v e r— b r i d g i n g  ra c i a l  a n d 
linguistic divides—to uncover the 
hidden truth.
Freddy Fu-Jui Tang
MirrorFiction Inc.
456 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9786267054055
★	Rights	Sold:	Japanese,	Korean,	Vietnamese

Clay: Wanbao, a Brief 
History of People and Land
黏土：灣寶，一段人與土地的簡史
Twice, between 1995 and 2011, in 
the Miaoli County village of Wanbao, 
over 400 households effectively 
resisted land expropriation. Centered 
on Wanbao’s f ields,  the author 
chronicles the 16-year struggle, 
vividly portraying the vil lagers’ 
e m ot i o n s ,  t ra c i n g  t h e i r  fa m i l y 
histories, and scrutinizing Taiwan’s 
land policy development through a 
social and agricultural lens.
Mu-Qing Hu
Acropolis, An imprint of Walkers Cultural Enterprise
368 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 9789869109376

Non-fiction

TÒ-UAT CULTURE
左轉有書
Tò-uat, meaning "Turn Left" in Taiwanese, champions a reading 
culture rooted in social justice and human rights. Our event-based 
initiatives spotlight political, social, and cultural texts. Our physical 
space acts as a hub for civil society groups, facilitating both public 
gatherings and private meetings. We embrace diverse involvement 
in social justice conversations, championing issues from same-sex 
marriage to labor rights and Taiwanese independence. Beginning 
in 2016 as a bookstore-cum-café, Tò-uat Books has evolved into an 
independent non-profit association, thereby broadening our societal 
influence.

Rights Contact 

Feng-Yi Chu |Email: fengyi.chu@gmail.com
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ACADEMIA SINICA
中央研究院
Even Wang
as0200617@gate.sinica.edu.tw

ACROPOLIS, AN IMPRINT OF 
WALKERS CULTURAL ENTERPRISE 
LTD.
衛城出版 /遠足文化事業股份有限公司
Shih Hang Hung
jonathan@bookrep.com.tw

ANOMALY PRESS
註異文庫
Pei-Qun Li
xpy.wp.mg@gmail.com

AQUARIUS PUBLISHING CO., LTD.
寶瓶文化事業股份有限公司
Juliette Ting
juliette.ting@udngroup.com

ASIAN CULTURE
允晨文化實業股份有限公司
Chih-Feng Liao
ycwh1982@gmail.com

AVANGUARD PUBLISHING HOUSE
前衛出版社
Li Chang
op801104@gmail.com

CHILDREN'S PUBLICATIONS CO., 
LTD.
青林國際出版（股）公司
Bonnie Chao
cpl@012book.com.tw

CHINA TIMES PUBLISHING CO.
時報文化出版企業股份有限公司
Joanne Yang
joanneyang@readingtimes.com.tw

CHIU KO PUBLISHING CO., LTD.
九歌出版社有限公司
Wan-Hua Chuang
Light@chiuko.com.tw

COMMA BOOKS
逗點文創結社
Sharky Chen
commabooks@gmail.com

GAEA BOOKS CO., LTD.
蓋亞文化有限公司
Yuju Shen (Editor-in-chief)
yuju@gaeabooks.com.tw
Nicolas Wu (The Grayhawk Agency)
nicolas@grayhawk-agency.com

GLOBAL KIDS BOOKS, A DIVISION OF 
GLOBAL VIEWS - COMMONWEALTH 
PUBLISHING GROUP
遠見天下文化（小天下）
Siera Lai
siera@cwgv.com.tw

GLOBAL VIEWS - COMMONWEALTH 
PUBLISHING GROUP
遠見天下文化出版股份有限公司
Sharay Pan
sharay@cwgv.com.tw

GUERRILLA PUBLISHING CO., LTD
游擊文化股份有限公司
Yen-Chen Lee
guerrilla.service@gmail.com

HALFTON PRESS
黑白文化
Wenman Chang (Amann Co., Ltd.)
info@amann.com.tw

HERYIN BOOKS
和英出版社
Bill Chen
heryin@heryin.com

HOMEWARD PUBLISHING
南方家園出版社
Lisa Liu
nanfan.chiayuan@gmail.com

HORIZON
黑體文化
rivegauche.walker2@gmail.com

HSIN YI PUBLICATIONS
信誼基金出版社
Serena Huang (Foreign Rights 
Specialist)
neige@hsin-yi.org.tw
Arni Liu (Editor-in-Chef)
arni@hsin-yi.org.tw

PUBLISHERS DIRECTORY
COMMON MASTER PRESS
大家出版
Belle Huang
belle@bookrep.com.tw

COMMONWEALTH EDUCATION 
MEDIA AND PUBLISHING CO., LTD.
親子天下股份有限公司
Sheryl Ho
sherylho@cw.com.tw

DALA PUBLISHING COMPANY
大辣出版股份有限公司
Vinelle Pan
vinelle@locuspublishing.com

DARK EYES LTD.
黑眼睛文化事業有限公司
Crystal Fang
darkeyeslab@gmail.com

DIANCAN ART & COLLECTION LTD.
典藏藝術家庭股份有限公司
Tina Chien
tinachien@artouch.com

DYNA BOOKS, CO., LTD.
原動力文化事業有限公司
Yuju Shen (Editor-in-chief)
yuju@gaeabooks.com.tw
Nicolas Wu (The Grayhawk Agency)
nicolas@grayhawk-agency.com

ECUS CULTURAL ENTERPRISE LTD.
木馬文化事業有限公司
I-Fen Hu
ifenhu@bookrep.com.tw

EVER GLORY PUBLISHING CO., LTD.
長鴻出版社股份有限公司
Yen-Ju Wu
service@mail.egmanga.com.tw

FISFISA MEDIA CO., LTD.
目宿媒體股份有限公司
Sheng-Hsien Chloe Lin
chloelin@fisfisa.com

FLÂNEUR CULTURE LAB
行人文化實驗室
editor@flaneur.tw

INDIE PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION 
OF TAIWAN
獨立出版聯盟
indiepub2015@gmail.com

INITIAL PUBLISH/ SMALL SMALL 
IDEA CO., LTD.
小寫出版｜小小創意有限公司
Hung-Fong Liu
smallbooks.edit@gmail.com

INK LITERARY MONTHLY 
PUBLISHING CO., LTD.
印刻文學生活雜誌出版股份有限公司
I-Li Chiang
ink.book@msa.hinet.net

ISLANDSET
島座放送有限公司
Kim Pai(The PaiSha Agency)
kimpai@thepaishaagency.com

KIWI CREATIVE
奇異果文創
Chih-Yun Liao
yunkiwi23@gmail.com

LIGHT PRESS
小光點
Edwina Liang
mei_liang@mail2.spp.com.tw

LINE WEBTOON
LINE	WEBTOON
Caorl Wang
carol.wang@linecorp.com

LINKING PUBLISHING COMPANY 
LTD.
聯經出版事業公司
Whitney Hsu (Ailbert Cultural Company 
Limited)
whsu@nurnberg.com.tw

LINKS PUBLISHING LTD.
凌宇有限公司
Ellia Lee (Mystery Creation Co., Ltd.)
ellialee@poc-asia.com
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LITTLE NEWTON SCIENCE 
EDUCATION COMPANY LTD.
小牛頓科學教育有限公司
Yung-Hsin Kao
kaoaaaa@enewton.com.tw

LOCUS PUBLISHING COMPANY
大塊文化出版股份有限公司
Vinelle Pan
vinelle@locuspublishing.com

MANDARIN DAILY NEWS
財團法人國語日報社
Ting-Wei Hsu
hsutingwei@mdnkids.com

MIRROR FICTION INC.
鏡文學股份有限公司
Brian Chen
chinesesun0907@mirrormedia.mg

MORNING STAR PUBLISHING INC.
晨星出版有限公司
Hui-Ya Hsu
huiya@morningstar.com.tw

NATIONAL TAIWAN UNIVERSITY 
PRESS
國立臺灣大學出版中心
Wei-Han Yvonne Chen
weihan@ntu.edu.tw

NCU PRESS
國立中央大學出版中心
ncupress@ncu.edu.tw

NEW SHARING PUBLISHING CO., 
LTD.
新學林出版股份有限公司
Aris Cho
aris@harmonylaw.com.tw

NOIR-NOIR SHIH
施暖暖
Mengying Heish (Bardon-Chinese Media 
Agency)
mengying@bardonchinese.com

PAPA PUBLISHING HOUSE
巴巴文化 / 也是文創有限公司
Jia-Ru Lin
rhea.babayes@gmail.com

PSYGARDEN PUBLISHING COMPANY
心靈工坊文化事業股份有限公司
Gabriel Hsu
gabrielhsu@psygarden.com.tw

REVEBOOKS CO., LTD/ PINSIN 
PUBLISHER
欣燦連股份有限公司 /平心出版
Sandy Lin (JS Agency Co., Ltd.)
info@jsagencytw.com

RIVE GAUCHE
左岸文化
Fiona Lin
velolivestrong@gmail.com

SACCA PUBLISHING COMPANY
四也文化出版公司
Su-Ching Chang
kiki.chang@4yabooks.com

SHARP POINT PRESS
尖端出版
Edwina Liang
mei_liang@mail2.spp.com.tw

SHINING LIFE
亮語文創教育有限公司
mdshininglife@gmail.com

SILOO STORY
是路故事有限公司
Ming-Mei Kao
siloo1224@gmail.com

SLOWORK PUBLISHING
慢工出版社
Pei-Shang Huang
peishan_huang@sloworkpublishing.
com

SOCIETY REBUILDING - TAIWAN 
LABOR FRONT.
台灣勞工陣線
Yu-Liam Son
labornet51@gmail.com

SPRING HILL PUBLISHING
春山出版有限公司
Patience Chuang
patiencechuang@gmail.com

SQUIRREL CULTURE CO., LTD.
松鼠文化有限公司
Kai-Li Lai
squirrel.culture@gmail.com

SUN COLOR CULTURE CO., LTD.
三采文化股份有限公司
Ken Kao
ken_kao@suncolor.com.tw

TAIWAN INTERMINDS PUBLISHING 
INC.
玉山社出版事業股份有限公司
Meng-Yu Chien
editor06@tipi.com.tw

THE COMMERCIAL PRESS, LTD.
臺灣商務印書館
ecptw@cptw.com.tw

THE EASTERN PUBLISHING CO., LTD.
台灣東方出版社
Yueh-Ying Chang
ying@1945.com.tw

THINKINGDOM MEDIA GROUP LTD.
新經典圖文傳播有限公司
Chia-Chi Li
lichiachi46@gmail.com

TÒ-UAT CULTURE
左轉有書
Feng-Yi Chu
fengyi.chu@gmail.com

UEI-SHIANG LTD.
威向有限公司
Kuo-Hsi Chang
evens@uei-shiang.com

UNI-BOOKS, A DIVISION OF AND 
PUBLISHING LTD.
原點出版
Anny Ko
annyko@andbooks.com.tw

UNITAS PUBLISHING CO.
聯合文學出版社
Jen-Hao Hsiao
jenhao.hsiao@udngroup.com

VIKING INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD.
維京國際股份有限公司
Roswitha Shih
int@tmac.com.tw

WALKERS CULTURAL ENTERPRISE 
LTD.
遠足文化事業股份有限公司
Belle Huang
belle@bookrep.com.tw

WU-NAN BOOK INC.
五南圖書出版股份有限公司
Ivy Tsai
chiefedm@wunan.com.tw

YEREN PUBLISHING HOUSE
野人文化
Fan Wang
fanlovetree@gmail.com

YUAN-LIOU PUBLISHING CO., LTD.
遠流出版事業股份有限公司
Jennifer Wang
jenny@ylib.com
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